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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background of the study 
 
On the background of the topic of this Masters thesis is my interest towards Moroccan culture which 
started to develop in 2001 when I traveled to Morocco for the first time in my life. The motivation for 
this travel was to work as a volunteer in a Moroccan NGO; organizing youth exchange programs and 
work camps. Living in a Moroccan host family in Rabat offered a great opportunity to observe every 
day life in a context that differs from my own cultural background. My interest towards the research 
questions of this study started to develop from the basis of those observations.  
 
In summer 2002 I returned to Morocco for three months. This is when I initially heard about the reform 
of Moudawana, Moroccan Personal Status Code and formulation of the new family law. Discussions in 
everyday life situations in Morocco as well as on the internet forums where the Moroccans convinced 
me that the family law reform is something that is worth studying. The fact that reform of Moudawana, 
Personal Status Code, provoked discussions both on state and grassroots level indicates that it is a 
meaningful phenomenon and it is linked to the socio-cultural changes on gender roles in Morocco.  
 
Data for this study was collected during time period of three and half months, stretching from 
September 2004 until December 2004, when I was studying in Al Akhawayn University in Morocco. 
Basing primarily on interview data, the aim of this study is to find out how the women's rights are 
discussed in Morocco within the framework of the new family law. Focus is on seeing how socio-
cultural change articulates with legal reform. Basing on phenomenological tradition of cultural 
anthropology, the purpose is to understand and explain this change as experienced on individual level. 
 
In every society, there are norms and regulations that guide and restrict the life of individuals. 
Existence of certain rules makes it possible to live peaceably together. These norms are most explicitly 
articulated in legal texts. Moroccan Personal Status Code deals with the issues related to marriage and 
family life, as well as questions of divorce, inheritance and child custody.  
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This study links to on-going debate on old and new values of Muslim societies, challenge of facing the 
pressure from the external powers such as United Nations, European Union and international human 
rights associations and continuous negotiation between traditional and modern values, religion and 
secularism. During the 20th century, a cultural rupture between past and present was observed in 
Morocco. According to Mernissi (1986:15) women's access to space, education and employment are 
the most fundamental markers of this rupture in Moroccan society. 
 
Since independence in 1957 Moudawana has became the major barometer of women's status in 
Morocco and a symbol of their position in the society. Despite that, some Moroccans, particularly the 
liberal feminists are not totally satisfied with Moudawana, because it is based on the religious Sunni 
school of Islam whereas other Moroccan codes such as the Penal code and the Constitution are based 
on civil law.  (Sadiqi 2003:27). The major changes made on Moudawana in the reform of 2004 are 
presented in the Appendix 1. 
 
Moroccan legal system is based on the Islamic Shari'a law, which was articulated already at the early 
times of Islam. However, it is not the only base of the legislation. In Morocco, as elsewhere in North 
Africa, three legal systems exist side by side: Western based, secular law, Islamic law (Sharia) and 
traditional, tribal laws (Hämeen-Anttila 2004:165). As the Personal Status Code, is based on Sharia 
rather than secular law, it is essential to understand the significance of the Sharia to the Muslims.  
 
At the early times of Islam, the importance of Shari'a to the Muslim community was social, moral and 
political. It was the most far-reaching and effective agent in molding the social order and the 
community life at that time. (El-Nimr 1996:88). In practice, Shari'a functions as any secular legal text, 
but what makes it particular is its symbiotic relationship with the religion. As Mona Siddiqui puts it, 
"it's 'essence' is it's religion but it's 'expression' is a response to the formal exigencies of juristic style in 
language, logic and structure". Therefore, the Islamic legal system is inseparable from its connections 
to a wide range of social and cultural practices. Naturally Shari'a, as well as all the other legal systems, 
has included principles concerning the gender relationships in the society. The main concern is defining 
the marriage on the basis of sexual rights and financial obligations. Emotional language is not often 
used in the juristic language; neither is it used in Shari'a while describing the relationship between 
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husband and wife. (Rosen 1989:15; Siddiqui 1996:49-51.) It should be noted too, that the religious-
based laws in the Middle East are not only restricted to Muslim states, but as Moghadam (2003: 5) 
notes, they exist also in the Jewish state of Israel. 
 
Majority of Moroccans are Sunni Muslims. In Morocco, Maleki order is practiced and therefore 
Moudawana is based on Islamic Shari'a, yet with references to the European (French) secular Personal 
Status Code. Small community of Moroccan Jews is concerned with the Hebraic Moroccan Family 
Law. In everyday life, Moroccan Islam includes wider variety of practices than the official, orthodox 
dogma presented by the 'ulama1. It includes also various aspects that have their origins in the popular 
traditions and interpretations, 'the small tradition', of Islam. Even if the female input in the official 
Islamic discourse and practice is marginal, women's role and participation in various aspects of popular 
Islam, such as zawiyas2, should not be forgotten. For example, Rabinow (1977:40-55) observed in 
1970s that in the ceremonies of Aissawa brotherhood in Sefrou, men and women danced together in the 
ceremony, whereas in a wedding ceremony they celebrated separately. Some women make their living 
and have achieved a certain social status as female saints or psychics. (Mernissi 1989:153; Minai 
1981:181,187.)  
 
According to Malinowski (1926:64), law ensures a type of co-operation which is based on mutual 
concessions and sacrifices for a common end. Written law expresses cultural values by either proving 
or disapproving conduct, creating a desired social order. What makes the Islamic law special in 
comparison with other laws is its symbiotic relationship with religion, Islam. Marriage laws form the 
nucleus of all family law. As the emotive language does not often feature in legal texts, in Islamic 
marriage laws the marriage is mainly defined on the basis of sexual rights and financial obligations. In 
Islamic law, womens identity is primarily defined through her relationship with male members of the 
family. (Siddiqui 1996:49-54.)  
 
Despite the fact that most literature on gender roles in Arab-Muslim societies ignores the existence of 
'third gender', men dressed as women and performing dancing in public areas such as Jemaa Al-Fna in 
                                                
1 Muslim theologist scholars. 
2 Religious brotherhoods (see for example, Gellner 1981: 145-146). 
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Marrakech, or homosexuality3, they are also part of the gendered reality of Morocco. However, as the 
family law deals with gender issues within the legitimized framework of marital relationship and 
family, the focus in this study is restricted to a priori heterosexual male and female perspectives. 
Gender equality is also a concept that carries different meanings in different cultures. As 
Haddad&Smith (1996:139) have noted, in Western context, gender equality is often advocated in the 
division of labor whereas Islamists believe in balancing roles and responsibilities of men and women. 
 
The level of modernity, often synonymous to Westernization, of an Arab state is frequently measured 
by the position that women hold in the society. "Displaying modernity is also a task accorded to 
women" observes Julie M. Peteet. "Western clothing, higher education, white-collar employment, the 
vote can be signs of modernity that women visibly display, yet they can be accompanied by a continued 
denial of personal autonomy and equality of legal rights." (Peteet 1993:53.) For these reasons, the 
ideology on which the gender equality is based on is not necessarily internalized, but the reforms are 
rather used to indicate the attempt to accommodate to the international standards. Therefore, 
universality of such values as gender equality should also be questioned. 
 
Tradition and lack of education are often perceived in a negative way and seen as obstacles of 
development, womens rights and economical growth. In Moroccos case, despite the mandatory 
schooling, female illiteracy rate is highly alarming: roughly 8 out of 10 women are, despite the fact that 
in 1983, already 71% of the Moroccan girls were enrolled in primary education (Saadi 2005). Yet, in 
Moroccan context, the formal education does not necessarily guarantee good jobs or, in worst case, any 
job at all, which has lead to the situation in which high percentage of Moroccan educated youth aspire 
to immigrate to the North. At the same time, women are encouraged to be economically active and 
participate in paid labor in stead of abiding by their traditional roles of mothers and housewives. 
 
Morocco has a population of 31,478 million and it is ethnically diverse. Country is inhabited mainly by 
Berbers and Arabs. Languages spoken are Arabic, French, Spanish and Berber. Apart from that, there is 
a large Moroccan population residing outside Morocco. Total number of Moroccans living in 
                                                
3 Homosexuality being a taboo (see for example Accad 2005:5-8) in Muslim societies, very few written sources about the 
phenomenon exist (Murray 2005: 48). I observed male dancers who are dressed up as females on various visits to 
Marrakech and Essaouira and in Tétouan I was reported about the wedding ceremony between two men that was interrupted 
by the police. 
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Netherlands, Belgium, France, Spain and Italy was estimated to be 2,278 millions in 2005, France 
being the most important with its over one million of Moroccan immigrants (de Haas 2005). This 
population is important both in its economical and cultural impact with regard to the country of origin.  
 
Moulay Rchid (1985:25) writes, the Moroccan society is not only a product of the encounters of 
Western and Arab-Islamic cultures, but it has been influenced by Jewish, Saharan, Berber, African and 
Mediterranean cultures as well. In addition to that, a great variation of life styles can be found in 
Morocco, depending on social class and geographic area. Mounira Charrad (1996:222) has noted that in 
many new nation states social structure is characterized by segmentation: ethnic, caste- or kinship 
based, tribal, religious or linguistic. Taking into account this patchwork of cultural influences, in this 
study, Moroccan culture refers to a wider cultural framework than merely Moroccans as Arabs and 
Muslims even if the interviewees most often refer to themselves and their culture primarily as Muslims 
and Arabs. 
 
In the contemporary, globalizing world, Appadurais concept of culture as a dimension of phenomena 
rather than a substance is highly useful. Appadurai prefers the term cultural instead of culture, 
because it stresses the contextual, heuristic and comparative dimensions of culture. As the purpose of 
this study is to see how Moroccans evaluate the Family law reform with regard to the Moroccan culture 
and its values, the idea of culturalism as conscious mobilization of cultural differences in the service 
of a larger national or transnational politics serves as a conceptual base for this study. (Appadurai 
1996: 13-16.)  
 
In this study, gender equality is one of the key concepts. Seeing the Moroccan society through Norhten 
European eyes, many practices appear rather unequal. To define the concept, I am simply applying on 
Wikipedias4 description of gender equality as belief in the equality of the gender or the sexes. Many 
followers of this philosophy would like to see this term come to replace feminism or masculism 
when used to describe a belief in basic equal rights and opportunities for members of both sexes within 
legal, social, or corporate establishments. They strive for ultimate fairness, and seek cooperative 
solutions so as to make things better for males, females and everything in between. While they may 
share a number of critiques and analyses with self-described feminists and/or masculists, they feel that 
                                                
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexual_equality  (22.3.2006.) 
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egalitarianism is a better word for a belief in equality than any word that focuses on one of the 
genders. Yet, in the course of the study, it becomes clear that the way of seeing and the importance 
given to equality are culturally specific and related to ones social position. 
 
Consequently, traditional and modern along with global and local are other important concepts 
of this study in a sense that it aims to see how local, cultural values are articulated with and integrated 
into globalizing process. Within the interview data of this study, several cultural distinctions arise, such 
as Muslim-non-Muslim, European-Moroccan, educated-non-educated and urban-rural. Following 
Appadurai's idea, the culture is most clearly seen in the difference: how certain people consider 
themselves different from other groups. 
 
Patriarchal ideas of gender roles can not be one-sidedly attributed to one specific group, such as 
religious, rural, uneducated or lower-class layer of the society. For instance, Earlys (1993) study on 
Egyptian baladi women shows that the economical input of these women on informal sector, especially 
on trade, is remarkable, despite their traditional habitus. Tuckers historical comparison of eighteenth- 
and nineteenth- century Palestinian and Egyptian upper- and lower class families hints that the upper 
class family became to represent the Otherness of Arab family in the Western eyes, with its specific 
arrangements relates to gender, such as, for instance, seclusion of women, polygyny5 and cousin 
marriage. In lower class families, Tucker observes, the lifestyle could not sustain female seclusion, 
neither the loss of female labor. Less lower class girls were married off in their minority (15% of lower 
class girls against 26% of upper class girls in Tuckers sample from Nablus) and once married, they 
were more apt to marry more than once in their life time. (Tucker 1993: 195-203.) The example rises 
up the question of womens position within different social classes.  
 
As it is said that the law reflects the values of the society, it is important to find out, whose values are in 
question. Upper class values differ from those of the working class. From the above mentioned 
examples, we can see that the cultural values such as family honor can be perceived differently 
depending of the class position. On the other hand, the upper class continuously seeks to distinguish 
from lower layers of society; by inventing (or adapting) the modes of living that are not reachable for 
                                                
5  In social anthropology, polygyny is a marital practice in which a man has more than one wife simultaneously. (15.3. 
2006, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polygyny) 
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lower classes (Bourdieu 1984). During past centuries, the upper class Arab families were able to keep 
up with the practices such as seclusion of women and provide for them so that the men were the only 
bread winners of the family. Since the 19th century, Arab elites turned to the West for cultural 
influences. The education of women started among the upper class girls and they were also the first 
ones to exercise professions.  
 
Chapter 1 presents the theoretical background of the study, data and the methodology. It also shows 
how this study links to the discourse on womens rights in the Muslim societies. Chapter 2 tackles with 
marriage practices in Morocco. Arranged marriages, use of wali and marriage age are discussed with 
the interviewees. Chapter 3 continues by dealing with questions of polygyny, divorce and child 
custody. In Chapter 4 we move to the private sphere of households in order to see how gender equality 
is perceived in everyday life practices related to work and family income. Inheritance, household 
chores and family income are analyzed paying attention to Family Law. Finally, in Chapter 5 the 
different points discussed with the interviewees are analyzed on four levels: individual, institutional, 
socio-cultural and religious levels and in the last Chapter, conclusion of all the previous chapters in 
provided, concluding the outcome of the study. 
 
1.2. Discourses on Womens rights in Arab-Muslim societies 
 
Position and rights of the Arab Muslim women have been in the focus of many studies on Middle 
Eastern societies. The stereotyped image of a Muslim woman in the Western eyes is the one who is  
hidden, secluded and oppressed. This image has roots in specific historical and political context. When 
the Western travelers started to explore the Middle East, they reported back home of exotic things that 
were unknown to Europeans, such as veiled women and harems. Orient and its inhabitants fascinated 
the Western audience so much, that many artists traveled there for influences. The Orient and its people 
also became an object of a serious, academic study. The Orientalist view of the Other as uncivilized, 
cruel and irrational served, without doubt, to justify the colonial presence in the Middle East and North 
Africa and to reinforce the Western hegemony over cultural symbols. 
 
In 1970s, postmodernist turn brought into anthropology new horizons. When the Arab societies that 
were former colonies, mandates or protectorates of European countries started to gain independence 
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and saw the rise of the Arab nationalism, the Western educated native scholars started to question the 
way how the Westerners had for long time represented these societies. Critique of Orientalism by 
Edward Said (1979) showed how the studies on the 'Oriental Other' were characterized by underlying, 
ethnocentric assumptions. Orientalist epistemology was used as a basis of colonial feminism, which, 
according to Layla Ahmed was feminism that was used against other cultures in service of 
colonialism. Veiling and segregation of women were seen as oppressive to women and therefore 
proves of the backwardness of Islamic societies. In short, colonial feminism aimed to save Muslim 
women from the supposed brutality of Muslim men through colonial domination. Ahmed writes that 
whether such proselytizers from the West were colonial patriarchs, then, or missionaries or feminists, 
all essentially insisted that Muslims had to give up their native religion, customs, and dress, or at least 
reform their religion and habits along the recommended lines, and for all of them the veil and customs 
regarding women were the prime matters requiring reform. (Ahmed 1992: 150-155). 
 
One outcome of the critique of Orientalism was emerging of post-colonial feminist research. Chandra 
Talpade Mohanty argues that the Western feminist discourse on women in the third world constructed 
them as a homogenous, "powerless" group. She also criticizes the ahistorical view that considers 
Arab/Muslim family as unchanging and patriarchal, and thus oppressing to all women. Mohanty draws 
attention to the other factors affecting womens' position in the society, such as social class by pointing 
out, that urban, middle-class, educated Egyptian housewives do not share the same interests with their 
poor, uneducated maids. However, Mohanty is not accusing only white Americans or Europeans of this 
practice, but argues that this applies also to Asian or African urban, middle class scholars, who 
consider their own background as a norm and see working-class, rural women as 'Others'. (Mohanty 
1991: 57-62.)  
 
Despite the fact that the Orientalist representations of Muslim women as oppressed, family-oriented 
and ignorant still dominate Western popular media (Mabro 2005), an opposite trend in the academic 
discourse started to emerge since 1980's. The anti-Orientalist writing which, within the postmodern 
relativist frame, see all the cultural practices justified and puts the universal base of human rights in to 
question.  (Moghissi 1999). Among these anti-Orientalists are the Islamic feminists, whose discourse 
will be described later on in this chapter. 
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If the Orientalists represented Middle Eastern Muslims as cultural 'others', the Arab family has for long 
time represented the 'other' family model for Westerners. Basing on very modest data from the field the 
otherness of Arab family finds its expression in cultural practices such as seclusion of sexes, polygyny, 
arranged marriages and inheritance laws in favor of males. (Peteet 1993:197-198.) The literature 
concerning womens position in Muslim societies is often critical towards patriarchal culture and 
current gender arrangement. Women are seen as victims of patriarchal culture and affected by the strict 
codes of honor and shame that restrict womens mobility (Al-Khayyat 1990) and religion as a weapon 
used against women (El-Saadawi 1980). Yet, for example Dahlgren's (2004) study on Yemeni women 
has gone beyond the conventional schemes of honor and shame by showing how virtue and moral 
goods can act as a positive force in women's everyday life. 
 
Womens rights have been discussed in Arab Muslim societies already over centuries. In Egypt, the 
19th century modernists such as Mohammed Abdu and Quassim Amin draw the attention to womens 
poor level of education. These Western-educated modernists saw, that the technical and scientific 
domination of the West was partly due to the active role that women had in Europe and North America. 
From the discourse on womens rights and status in Islam and in Muslim societies, roughly three types 
of feminist discourses can be identified: Islamic feminism, leftist (Marxist) feminism and Islamist 
feminism. This is not to say that there are no other discourses womens rights, but these three 
discourses seem to dominate.  
 
Islamic feminism is based on the re-interpretation of the religious texts from the feminist perspective. 
Islamic feminists claim, that Islam has accorded women all the rights that they need, but the patriarchal 
society and male domination has lead to misinterpretation of the sacred texts. Re-reading the historical 
documents is one of the textual strategies used by the Islamic feminists and they also want to point out 
how many influential and important women there have been in the Islamic history. Fatima Mernissi, a 
well known Moroccan sociologist, can be identified as Islamic feminist. In her numerous publications, 
she has criticized the misogynous interpretations of Islam by male Muslim scholars (Mernissi 1992), 
but also the biased Western ways of evaluating the Muslim societies. She has as well questioned 
weather the Western women are really as free as they think they are, under the pressure that women 
face nowadays, not only in professional life but also under the dictatorship of fashion and media6 that 
                                                
6 This has been discussed by some Western feminists as well; see for example, Wolf 1996.  
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demands women to look good and fit into clothes of certain size (Mernissi 2001). 
 
 Islamic feminists are not necessarily appreciated in their own, native societies: an another well-known 
feminist, Nawal Al-Saadawi has been accused in Egypt of being infidel, despite the fact that she has 
not criticized Islam as such, but rather the way how male authorities have used Islam to reinforce the 
patriarchal rule (Cooke 2005:392). Feminist interpretations of Islam do not necessarily please the ruling 
authorities to whom they seem too radical. The Islamic feminists do not, therefore, necessarily gain 
support for their ideas in their own societies. On the other hand, leftist feminists have criticized Islamic 
feminism for not being an alternative but rather a compromise with patriarchy (Ghoussoub 2005: 45, 
Mojab 2005: 325).  
 
Islamist feminism differs from the Islamic feminism. Islamist feminists content themselves with the 
traditional roles that have been accorded to them within the male dominated discourse on Islam. They 
see that women can best serve their community by being mothers and wives and, above all, good 
Muslims. A Westerner would ask, whether these women can be called feminists at all? I would argue 
that yes, as despite their different understanding of what should be considered as a good life (for a 
woman), they want to emphasize the power that women hold on men. Instead of using the power 
directly through politics they can use the power indirectly and who knows, maybe more efficiently- 
through their husbands and especially through their sons. 
  
The third discourse is the secular, leftist or Marxist- feminism. This feminist movement sees that the 
reason for womens oppression is capitalism that reinforces patriarchy. Therefore, patriarchy should not 
be conflated with Islam, but should be understood in social-structural and developmental terms 
(Moghadam 2003:123). In classical patriarchy, women are seen as possessions of men. A woman 
exchanges her reproductive capacity for maintenance provided by her husband. In neopatriarchy, 
women have entered to the labor market, but suffer from double oppression: male domination and 
capitalism therefore women are exploited labor force both on private and in public field. Despite of its 
modern outlook, internal structures of neopatrarchal society remain rooted in patriarchal values. This, 
according to Moghadam (2003:130), is due to the fact that the patriarchal family provides its members 
with welfare and security, and therefore relieves the state from this responsibility. Some leftist 
feminists also criticize the family law reforms in the Middle Eastern and North African countries. For 
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example, Moghadam states that the family law reforms in the MENA countries form a significant index 
of social change, but also as a strategy of maintaining existing gender arrangements. (Moghadam 
2003:128-130.)  
 
However, the commitment with the leftist movement does not necessarily help women to raise the 
issues that are important to them in their every day life as they are often considered less important than 
the battle against the imperialist forces (Moghissi 2005: 97-99). In their critic of Islamic feminism, the 
leftist feminists, according to Cooke (2005: 378), often confound Islam and Islamic fundamentalism. 
Yet, from the leftist feminist viewpoint, Islam is not necessarily more patriarchal than for example, 
Christianity or Judaism, but it is above all, the social, political and cultural structures of Muslim 
countries that have helped to maintain the patriarchal order in these societies. 
 
1.3. From Moudawana to Family Law 
 
During the past decades there have been many legally, culturally, socially and even religiously 
important changes concerning women's rights and status in Morocco. Focus of this study will be on 
reform of Moroccan former Personal Status Code, Moudawana, which now has become Family Law. 
As the name indicates, Family Law deals with family issues, mainly with the duties and obligations of 
wife and husband towards each others and their family, divorce, conditions of the marriage and the 
questions concerning childrens' rights. It defines who is to inherit who in various situations (usually 
giving preference to male kin), gives the husband unilateral right to divorce from his wife and does not 
require woman's consent to marriage, but gives the power to woman's legal guardian (wali).  "The 
"message" of Maleki family law is" notes Charrad (1996:223) "that the conjugal unit may be short 
lived, but the ties with male kin are enduring."  
 
However, with the family law reform some important changes have been introduced to the family law 
in order to reinforce womens position in the society and particularly, to give her a stronger position in 
the family. Woman is not anymore considered minor in front of the law in a sense that she does not 
need a legal guardian but can write her marriage contract on her own behalf, she can not be verbally 
repudiated by her husband and she can initiate a divorce. She can also get her share of the common 
property with her husband in case of a divorce.  
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In order to understand the background of the recent reform, it is important to take a short look at some 
events on political and religious level that during the past decade has had an impact on the formulation 
of the new Family Law and that have contributed in making womens role more visible in the society. 
These events mentioned here are not listed in any order of importance and they do not express all the 
aspect of socio-cultural change on grass-root level, but rather they indicate a certain attempt on political 
level to improve women's position in the society. 
 
1) Public Speech held by a woman in the mosque. August 30 in 1993, at the occasion of the 
inauguration of Mosque Hassan II in Casablanca a woman was invited to hold a public discourse, to 
recite a poem, in front of 8000 men, King Hassan II, father of Mohammed VI, himself among them. 38 
years old Amina Mrini was chosen among 13 female and 479 male candidates, and by Gouzi (1993) 
she is seen as 'a symbol of the liberation of Moroccan woman'.  
 
2) Public role taken by the wife of King Mohammed VI. Wedding of the King Mohammed VI took 
place in Rabat during the summer 2002. At the time of the wedding, Rabat was full of people who had 
traveled from each corner of Morocco to celebrate Kings wedding. During one week, horse fantasias 
and fireworks were seen everyday and in the evenings people gathered in front of the television to see 
the ceremony. What made this wedding particularly interesting compared to the previous royal 
weddings in Morocco was the fact that now, for the first time in the history, the bride of the King 
appeared in public. Traditionally, even the name of the wife, or wives of the King was not known to 
Moroccans. Mohammed VI has also expressed his intention to stay monogamous. 
 
3) Quota for women in the parliament. In 2002, quota system was established in order to guarantee 30 
seats for women in the 325-member lower house of parliament7.  
 
4) Arise of womens associations and NGOs. First womens' associations in Morocco were founded in 
1960s, but at that time they were mainly related to the political parties. In 1990s, numerous associations 
and NGOs were created in order to promote womens' issue in various domains, such as reproductive 
health, alphabetization, to help the victims of violence and so forth. One of the manifestations of these 
                                                
7 http://www.aljazeera.net. (11.10.2003.) 
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associations was Printemps d'Égalité, Spring of Equality, organized by Association démocratique des 
Femmes marocaines, Union pour l'Action feminine, Ligue démocratique pour la Défence des droit de 
femme and some other organization, in order to put pressure on the government to review the 
Moudawana. (Roussillon 2004:94) 
 
5) Plan for the integration of Women in Development. In 1998, the government of Abderrahmane 
Youssoufi introduces the Plan for the integration of Women in the Development whose principal 
promoter was Mr. Said Sâadi. The Plan and the points that it introduced were both ideologically and 
financially approved and supported by the World Bank. (Roussillon 2004:91, 92.) The Plan is aiming to 
integrate women in the sustainable human development as well as to fight against socio-cultural 
prejudices and attitudes that keep women in minor and inferior position in the society. It aims to act on 
different levels reinforcing the power and the capacity of women in juridical, political and institutional 
levels, promoting womens' formal and informal education, alphabetization, promoting the egalitarian 
culture in the education applying politics concerning womens' reproductive health, improving the 
indicators of womens' health issues and to integrate women to the economical development.  
 
The main criticism concerning the Plan came from the political party called Partie de la Justice et 
Developpement and from some extra-parliamentary Islamist parties. They accused Mr. Sâadi and others 
who promoted the Plan of apostasy and as being the agents of Imperialism. The points that were mostly 
opposed by the Islamists were those that supposed changes to Moudawana, concerning the minimum 
age of marriage, the role of wali, or a tutor, of the girl, removing of the right of men to unilateral 
repudiation of his wife, the polygamy and the division of the property between spouses in case of 
divorce. 
  
6) Reform of Moudawana. Finally, as a result, Moroccan Personal Status Code, known as Moudawana, 
was reviewed and carefully studied by the 'ulama to introduce changes concerning equality between 
man and woman formulating the new Family Law. Reform is largely based on the points already 
tackled in the Plan for Integration of Women in Development. It was announced by the King 
Mohammed VI who, assuming his role as Amir al-Muminin, Commander of the Faithful, held a speech 
in the parliament. His speech8 was published to the press in October 11 2003. The reform of 
                                                
8 http://www.map.co/co/mapfr.fr.htm 
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Moudawana was followed by other legal reforms, such as reform of Labor Code, which turned the 
sexual harassment in work places into illegal act. By the time of writing this study, a new law 
concerning nationality has also been made permitting children to inherit Moroccan nationality from 
their mother. Previously children whose mother was Moroccan and father foreigner were not entitled to 
Moroccan nationality. 
 
On the political level, the reforms concerning women's position can be seen as an attempt to move 
towards democracy and promotion of womens' rights. This is why it is not necessarily easy to 
understand why an important number of people gathered to protest against the reform. Already in 
March 12th 2000, demonstrations concerning the Plan for Integration of Women in Development took 
place in Casablanca and Rabat. In Casablanca, approximately half a million people gathered to protest 
again this Plan, which was said to be 'an international plot against Islam'. The counter demonstration in 
Rabat, co-coordinated by feminist associations such as UNFM gathered less than 100 000 participants.  
(Roussillon 2004: 92.) Interesting detail pointed out by Moghadam (2003:165-166) is that the main 
objector of the reform, Islamist organization Justice and Spirituality is lead by a woman, Nadia Yassine 
who argues that the family law is something dictated by the North. 
 
 It is not merely the 'womens' question' that brought the so-called Islamists to the streets to protest, but 
at the background, deeper tensions between Moroccan monarchy and government and its' objectors can 
be found. As Morocco gained independence from France only in 1956 it is understandable that the 
intervention of external powers such as France, European Union or World Bank into internal politics is 
a sensitive issue. Some Moroccans also think that there would be some more urgent human rights' 
issues to be improved than those concerning women and family such as treatment of political prisoners, 
freedom of speech or massive unemployment of youth. (Munson Jr.1993:125-147). Womens' question 
in North African and Middle Eastern context is not only a question of the human rights, but, as 
Moghadam (2003:130) argues, it is part of the political strategy that can divert attention from economic 
problems or political corruption. Legal or political reforms do not necessarily lead to the abandon or 
questioning of the patriarchal arrangement itself. 
 
What is characteristic to these changes on political and legal levels, as Alain Roussillon points out, is 
the downward way in which the changes are introduced. Roussillon goes on arguing, that in the public 
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discourse on reform of Moudawana all the protagonists of the discourse (i.e. Islamists, feminists, 
political parties and the Royal Palace) have interiorized the same language of discourse, which is the 
religious language. Public discourse on womens' rights is not flowing freely but it takes place within 
well defined framework. This is what Roussillon refers as patriarchal consensus. (Roussillon 2004:81.)  
 
In short, the government leaded by the King Mohammed VI, political parties and various non-
governmental organizations recognize the need to increase womens visibility in public sphere and take 
action in order to integrate women into development. This need is at least partly related to the fact that 
the international community demands these changes as conditions for co-operation. Participation of 
women is considered as a mandatory aspect of a developed society.  
 
1.4. Research Questions 
 
We have seen now on political level some of the efforts that have been made in order to improve 
women's standing in the Moroccan society. According to Khalidi and Tucker (1996:10) 'Westerners 
tend to search out certain benchmark aspects of society as a measure of the position of women. Legal 
equity, reproductive freedom, and the opportunity to express and fulfill the individual self through 
work, through art, or through sexuality recur as central topics of feminist inquiry." Even if, in fact, 
legal reforms can be an important index of womens' rights in the Middle Eastern context (Moghadam 
2003:128) it is not the aim of this study to measure on macro level how the Family Law reform in 
Morocco will impact women's lives. As the family law reflects the idea of an ideal family as envisioned 
by the state, it is interesting to see how 'real, flesh and bone' people see the new family law and how it 
corresponds to their understandings of ideal family. 
 
People interviewed for this study are Moroccans and Muslims, but they do not represent any 'public 
opinion'. Consequently, the discourse represented in this study is not the only possible discourse on 
Moudawana. Very different views could have been achieved by focusing rural women, for example, or 
people with a certain level of religious commitment or NGO activists. In fact, throughout my fieldwork 
experience, I was often told that I should interview women in womens associations. I insisted that in 
stead of activists, I prefer to interview common people. We have already seen that on the state level 
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the discourse has been going on between two poles that can be identified as 'Islamists' and 'feminists', 
but by interviewing individuals we can obtain deeper understanding about this topic and reach the grey 
areas between black and white oppositions. 
 
At this point it is far too early to speculate how the changes on Moudawana will concretely affect the 
lives of Moroccan women or families. Therefore, my aim in this research is not to study the actual 
impact and consequences of the reform of Moudawana on the lives of people because that type of study 
would require different methods and long-term observations, stretching over decades and even 
generations. Neither the Family Law is going to be analyzed as a textual entity, because this study is 
made from anthropological and not from juridical viewpoint. The focus of this research is entirely on 
how people discuss the reform of family law, how do they understand it and what does it mean to them. 
In this study, the 2004 reform of Moudawana serves as a lens through which understandings of gender 
roles, gender equality and cultural ideals in Moroccan society on a specific historical moment.  
 
More specifically, this study aims to find out what women and men, individuals, aspire from this new 
Family Law? In which ways they think it will improve their life, or if they think the opposite, what 
kind of negative impact they fear it to have? How do they see the importance of the reform to the whole 
Moroccan society? To start with, some of the areas of life concerned by changes on Moudawana will 
be discussed with the interviewees, such as marriage age, legal rights and duties of husband and wife, 
divorce, child custody and inheritance. Then the analyses will be done on four different levels: 
 
1) Personal/Aspirational level. What is expected from the new family law on individual level? On 
societal level, what is aspired from the Moudawana? How and when the change brought by the reform 
is expected to happen? Is the reform considered necessary and meaningful? 
 
2) Social/Institutional level.  How the reform is discussed on everyday life's social contacts? How the 
social distinctions such as educated/uneducated, Moroccan/Western, traditional/modern, poor/rich, are 
constructed in the interviews on family law? On the institutional level, what kinds of problems are 
related to the application of the law? 
 
3) Cultural Level. How the cultural values are discussed and how the informants see the relationship 
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between Moudawana and these values? How the roles of men and women are discussed? How the idea 
of gender equality is understood by the interviewees? 
 
4) Religious Level. How the informants see the relationship between Islam and the Family Law? How 
its' relationship with Islamic Sharia is seen by the interviewees? What kinds of distinctions are made 
between Muslims/non-Muslims? 
 
By analyzing the interviews on these different levels it should be possible to recognize different ways 
of discussing and understanding the changes in the family law. Apart from that, the actual changes in 
the law serve as a lens through which it is possible to analyze how the family life and gender roles are 
evaluated by Moroccans in a specific time and place context and then see how their understandings 
correspond with the actual discourses on womens position in the Arab-Muslim societies. 
 
On analyses of social class Bourdieu's (1984) concept of social distinction will be used in order to 
analyze how the interviewees construct distinctions. Further on, basing on Bourdieus idea of social 
capital, this study shows how the partial adoption of ideals considered modern or Western can serve 
as a mean of social distinction as well as a strategy for upward mobility in the society. The reform of 
the family law is perceived in a positive way as it is expected to lead to development, despite the fact 
that some of its ideas are seen as alien to Moroccan culture by the interviewees. On individual level, the 
young and educated Moroccans want to mark a distinction between themselves and the ignorant9 part 
of the society: those who think in a traditional way and have not internalized the rhetoric of womens 
rights. Adopting modern attitudes towards gender equality can be seen as one form of social capital. 
Yet these ideas are adapted only superficially or partially: classical patriarchy is replaced by 
neopatriarchal ideas. 
 
1.5. Data and Methodology 
 
The data of this study is collected by using the ethnographic method which includes interviews and 
observation. The basis for ethnographic research is always comparison between two cultures: the one 
of the researcher and the one of the observed. It is also based on the idea that the people studied share 
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something in common. Ethnographic method is useful when the aim of the study is to reach the life of a 
collective and the internal logic that classifies their thinking. (Alasuutari 2001: 67, 74-75.) This 
approach helps to grasp the subjects interpretation of social reality, seeing it though the eyes of the 
other. (Silverman 1993: 24) In this study, the primary research data consists of semi-structured in-
depth interviews, which are seen as valid method when studying abstract things such as meanings and 
understandings (Mason 1996:39) and they are much used in anthropological studies. Qualitative data is 
not ought to compete with quantitative data, but to complete it by explaining the statistical data and 
bringing the focus on individual behind the numbers. 
 
The problems of the interview data are, as listed by Silverman (1993:156), 1) the halo effect: the 
impact of the researcher on the setting 2) the values of the researcher and 3) the truth status of 
respondents account. These problems were brought into anthropological discourse in 1970s when the 
postmodern turn in human sciences foreground the questions of self-reflexivity. Anthropology is, after 
all, an interpretive science. Many anthropologists who did fieldwork in Morocco have also contributed 
into development of modern, interpretative anthropology. After Clifford Geertz, who was the first one 
to present the interpretive approach in anthropology, there have been Paul Rabinov, Vincent 
Crapanzano and Kevin Dwyer studying Moroccan society. Their contribution to modern anthropology 
was self-reflectivity and experimental textual strategies.  
 
 According to Rabinow, fieldwork is a process of intersubjective construction of liminal modes of 
communication where the subjects do not share a common set of assumptions, experiences or 
traditions. (Rabinow 1977:151-155.) This means that the validity of the research data can not be 
judged by the same measures as in quantitative research. Culture is ultimately an issue of interpretation 
where both informant and anthropologist contribute to the outcome of the study.  
 
Ethnographic study produces two types of results: the researcher becomes increasingly aware of the 
presumptions that are related to his or her own, natal culture and on the other hand, the researcher 
learns about the culture that is studied (Alasuutari 2001: 74, 75.) This is important in the globalizing 
world where the cultures do not remain as isolated entities but are increasingly influenced and 
sometimes even conflicted with each others. 
                                                                                                                                                                 
9 Expression used by the interviewees. 
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Altogether 14 Moroccans participated in the research by according an interview, out of which 10 
people were interviewed individually and four of them participated in a group interview situation. All 
the interviews were later on properly tape recorded and transcribed. 
 
Some of the interviews were conducted on campus of Al Akhawayn University, either in class rooms, 
library or, with female interviewees, in my room in the student dormitory. Some of the interviews also 
took place on a public university campus in the city of Tetouan or in the homes of the informants. The 
Arabic speaking women were interviewed in the place where I initially met them, in the Azrou 
Community Development Center. Interviewees were found and contacted by using the so-called 
'snowball technique' which involves interviewing the people you already know and then asking them 
about further contacts. In short, my social network was crucial in making contact with the informants. 
In general, people appeared to be pleased about the fact that a foreigner was interested in their new 
Family Code and talked about it willingly. Even in casual everyday life discussions I often ended up 
discussing the reform, as everybody I talked with seemed to hold an opinion about it. Tape recording of 
the interviews was accepted by all the informants without hesitation. 
 
In the beginning my intention was to interview only young (from 20 to 30 years old), educated women, 
but during the course of the study I realized the problem of categorizing people. That scale turned out 
to be too narrow and, on the other hand, I was not 'hunting' for specific views or opinions, such as 
'Islamic' or 'secular'. The respondents were found by using the so-called snowball technique: one 
person lead me to the next one. The interviewees were both from urban or semi-urban background and 
with at least some level of formal education. 
 
In this study, such categories as 'urban' and 'rural' are used, but their definition is problematic. In 
Moroccan context, the actual place of living does not necessarily tell how a person is perceived in the 
society or how he or she identifies him/herself. For example, a friend of mine in Rabat who is born and 
has always lived in Rabat, refers to himself as M'rakeshi, person originally from Marrakech, because 
that is where his paternal grandparents came from. On the other hand, in some other occasion he could 
say that he is from Zagora, because his paternal grand-grandparents were from there. Lawrence Rosen 
has noticed while observing the court system of Morocco, that the judge, qadi, put great importance on 
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finding out carefully each litigants asel. In Moroccan context, asel refers to persons 'social origins, 
the place and the people he or she originates from and therefore gives meaningful information about 
persons social identity. (Rosen 1989:12.) Briefly, this is why in this study 'urban' is used as an 
operational category referring solely to the actual place where the informants and their families live and 
therefore it is rather loosely defined as the informants may come from a big city like Casablanca or 
from a small semi-rural Berber town such as Azrou.  
 
'Educated' is an another operational term used in this study, but in this case it is more strictly defined 
than above mentioned 'urban' category. 12 out of 14 interviewees were university students at the 
moment of the study or they already held a university degree and worked as qualified professionals. 
Those two who had very modest educational background were included to this study after some 
reflection for two reasons: first, because they were taking a basic literacy course in the Azrou center of 
Regional Development, which shows at least some kind of aspiration for education and second, 
because they participated in a conference on new Moudawana, organized by the Azrou Center and were 
interested in the topic and willing to discuss about it. 
 
Third complicated category is that of a social class. Class position is one of the important concepts of 
this study, yet my informants come from diverse backgrounds from wealthy to modest, even poor. 
Again the emphasis is on the middle and lower middle class or 'la petite classe', using the expression of 
one of the informants. Keeping this in mind, we can not expect that the people  interviewed for this 
study, some of them belonging to the privileged ones of Morocco, would share the same everyday life 
realities than less advantaged part of the society, nor can we claim that they would be completely 
unaware about the living conditions of the less advantaged fellow citizens.  
 
Even if no-one of the interviewed was particularly worried about being recognized from the text, the 
good research ethic was respected by protecting their identity and privacy by using pseudonyms. List of 
the interviewees with basic information of their background is provided in Appendix II.   
 
The language used in most of the interviews was French, which is spoken fluently by both the 
interviewer and the interviewees. Three of the informants wished to be interviewed in English, either 
because it was the language of their university instruction or because of their experiences of studying in 
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USA. Two women were interviewed in Moroccan Colloquial Arabic with the help of an interpretation, 
Moroccan student Kawtar Sekkat, whose assistance made it possible to conduct those two interviews.  
 
Apart from those two interviews in which I had to rely on translated information, I did not find the 
language question anyhow problematic in this study. During my stays in Morocco I did not find any 
problems in communicating in French with educated Moroccans but I admit that fluency in Arabic, 
both in standard and colloquial, would have provided me with more and probably different kind of data 
and for the further study on the topic it would be very useful, even vital, to have access to data in 
Arabic. In this study the topic is tackled mainly from the viewpoint of educated, urban Moroccans and 
French is commonly spoken by all of them. French is also the language of the mainstream feminist 
discourse in Morocco.  
 
Some of the interviewees were not well informed about the changes proposed by the Family Law and 
most of them admitted that they should know more about it. It was clearly explained in the interview 
situations that my aim was not to test the informants about their knowledge, but rather to find out their 
views and opinions concerning the reform. The interviewees were free to take a look at the copy of an 
article I had with me, presenting the major changes in Moudawana. Semi-structural form of the 
interview questions turned out to be the most suitable for this research as it allowed the discussion to 
flow quite freely between the interviewee and the interviewer, yet keeping in mind the objective to 
gather data in a systematic way.  
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2.  MARRIAGE PRACTICES AND FAMILY LAW 
 
2.1. Marriage in Morocco 
 
Family Law tackles, as the name indicates, mostly issues concerning the family and matrimony 
arrangements. Within this chapter different stipulations concerning the marriage practices will be 
evaluated. In the interview situations different articles of the New Family Law were discussed with 
interviewees in order to find out their thoughts and opinions about them. Focus is on those practices 
related to marriage that are directly concerned with the Family Law. 
 
In order to discuss such a vast concept as equality the term should be first defined, which is not an easy 
task. Even people from same cultural background can have very different understandings. This thesis 
deals particularly with the concept of equality between sexes, male and female. However, Moudawana 
does not explicitly speak about the equality between man and woman, but rather about equality 
between husband and wife. Moudawana emphasizes 'the equal rights and duties' of a husband and a 
wife, so the interviewees were asked to describe what they understand by this. In order to get more 
concrete and specific examples of it's meaning, the notion of equality was discussed with regard to 
different aspects of marital life such as financial duties of the family, household work and even divorce 
and child custody within the framework of the family law. 
 
Traditionally marriages in Morocco were arranged by the families of spouses. At the time of sexual 
segregation, young men and women had fewer occasions to meet each others elsewhere than under 
controlling eyes of their families. In Morocco as in other Middle Eastern and North African societies, 
older women and especially mothers had and still have an important role in choosing the wives for their 
sons. This practice allowed them to make sure that they will get a good daughter-in-law. Women were 
able to meet young girls in those spheres of the society that are exclusively female sphere and they 
made observations while visiting families and participating in different celebrations such as weddings. 
Also hammams, public baths, were popular places to look for a wife candidates, because there women 
could better estimate the physical qualities of young girls. (Al-Khayayat 1990, Mernissi 1989, Buitelaar 
1998, Lacoste-Dujardin 1996.)  
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As large majority of Moroccans are Muslims, Islamic laws and principals regulate marriage practices. 
But, as everywhere in Muslim world, local traditions have also affected them, so one should not think 
that any matrimony between Muslims would be purely 'Islamic', even if it is true that in Morocco Islam 
sets the legal and social framework within which the marriage is concluded.  
 
Islamic practices regulate the way how marriage partner should be chosen and the way the marriage 
should be concluded. The religious principle of ka'fah, equality of marriage partners is respected, 
which means that marriages between people from different social classes were rare (Barakat 1993:116). 
Women are expected to marry a man with higher social status, because he needs to be able to provide 
her with good living standards. Therefore, marriage is an important mean of upward mobility for 
women, and this is important in a society where, in general, persons social status is rather ascribed 
than achieved. 
 
 There are also some other religious based restrictions: a male Muslim can marry a Muslim, Christian 
or Jewish female, but a female Muslim can only marry a Muslim man (Al Faruqi 1988:67). Arab-
Muslim marriages are said to be mostly endogamous, preferred marriages were the ones concluded 
within same ethnic, tribal and kin group. Patrilineal parallel cousin marriage is said to be so typical in 
the Arab countries that at some point it was seen in the Western discourse as an Arab marriage par 
excellence. Yet recent studies have shown that while this type of marriage was common in some areas, 
in other areas it barely existed. Cousin marriage or marriage with any close relative is not encouraged 
by Islam. (Al-Khayyat 1990:63, Barakat 1993: 109). Suad Joseph (1996:197) argues that nowadays the 
patrilineal parallel cousin marriages account for less than ten percent of marriages in any Arab country.  
 
Marriage contract is an essential part of Muslim matrimony. No marriage is executed unless the 
marriage contract is signed. This occasion called 'aqd nikah usually takes place at bride's parents' home 
in the presence of family and close friends. In marriage contract requirements for marriage are 
specified, such as the amount of dower (mahr or sadaqa) and other terms and it is a legal document 
signed by the two participants and their respective witnesses (Al Faruqi 1988: 69). An important person 
in this occasion is wali, a tutor, required by the Maleki School of Islam followed in Morocco. He is 
girls guardian, usually father or older brother, who is authorized to sign the marriage contract on girls 
behalf. His role is also important in negotiating the marriage contract, acte de mariage. This contract 
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can be particularly useful for a girl because within this act she has the right to precise the conditions 
she requires for her marriage. She can, for instance, claim that the husband-to-be is not going to take a 
second wife, or if he takes one she should be guaranteed the right to divorce.  
 
As already Westermarck noted in his early 1920s' observations in Morocco, the bride price was not 
meant to the father (or whoever was girl's official guardian) but to the girl herself for her personal use. 
Yet it was not uncommon that father kept money for himself. Mahr can be paid in money, but most 
common is to give jewelry, for instance. Westermarck also criticized the common Western way of his 
contemporaries of seeing dower as degrading for a woman. Custom of mahr, also known as sadaq in 
Morocco, was often interpreted by Westerners as 'price' for a girl who therefore is seen as object of 
trade. Westermarck noted that from Moroccan perspective, Christians do not appreciate their wives as 
they do not see them worth of any price. (Westermarck 1918: 78.) In fact, the value of mahr reflects not 
only the wealth of prospective husband and his family, but also their evaluation of the bride. This 
means that getting married without mahr be shameful for both bridegroom and his family and for the 
bride. (Al-Khayyat 1990: 75.) A marriage without mahr would be not only shameful but also illegal, as 
it is still today stated in the law that the mahr has to be paid.  
 
In theory, a Muslim woman is free to remain unmarried. Yet in practice, remaining single is not usually 
a conscious or aspired choice. Most women prefer to marry for several reasons, as listed by Moulay 
Rchid (1985:251): for the importance placed on marriage and procreation in the Koran, for economic 
dependence on men and to access the culturally highly appreciated status of a married woman. Those 
women who do not marry stay usually with their parents taking care of them, or move to her brothers 
household, where, in worst case, she will be serving him and his family like a maid. The Western styled 
single-culture has not yet gained popularity in Morocco and clan ideology remains very strong. 
 
 
2.2. Arranged Marriages and the use of Wali 
The fact that the marriages were and partly continue to be arranged by families should not be 
interpreted that they are always forced marriages. Davis&Davis (1989:66)  have observed that although 
many Westerners find it difficult to understand parents' important roles in choosing spouses for their 
children, even in United States marriages are often indirectly 'arranged' through streaming towards 
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selected schools, universities and other social environments where young people can meet suitable 
partners.  
 
In Islamic practice, no girl should be married without her own agreement. Parents can speak for the 
favor of a specific candidate, but the girl should have the final word to say. However, there might be 
pressure over her to marry someone that she is not so attracted to. Either the parents are putting 
pressure on her, because a particular candidate would serve best the interests of the girl's family if, for 
some reason, she knows that there will not be so many other candidates to choose from. Especially if 
the girl has reached a certain age, she might accept a candidate just for fear of 'missing the boat', as Al-
Khayyat (1990: 57) puts it. 
 
Aicha is one of the women who were taking part on the literacy course in the Center for Local 
Development in a semi-urban Berber town Azrou. She is a mother of three, dressed modestly but 
properly in djellaba10 and headscarf and speaks only Moroccan colloquial Arabic. This is how she 
describes her marriage, arranged by the parents: 
 
Aicha: "I got married at the age of 24. Me, you see, I had always lived in Meknes and I had never seen 
my husband before. His parents lived there and his sister came to visit her brother and she was the one 
who saw me. It means that we got married...I had never seen him and he had never seen me...We got 
engaged without seeing each other except in the photos. On the day when we got married we brought 
the adouls [notaries] to the house and I saw him only at the moment when the wedding ceremony took 
place. But I'm grateful to God, everything he has given to me I've lived with, even if my family is better 
off than me. I suffer a little bit with the children, but he never denied anything from me. He tells me 
'whatever you need, there is no problem, for me it doesn't matter, but you'll get what you need'. I thank 
the God.'"      
 
As from the interview quote we can see, the marriage can be arranged even if the future spouses have 
never met or even seen each others before. This was more common in the past. Studies from Morocco 
from past decades have shown that sexual segregation is becoming rarer and girls and boys have many 
occasions to meet each others. The school system has had an important role in creating mixity 
(Davis&Davis 1989). This has brought more occasions to meet future partners and individual 
aspirations on choice of a partner. 
 
                                                
10 Traditional Moroccan hooded overcloth, worn by both men and women. 
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I was interviewing Loubna in her parents spacious villa in Casablanca, where the interview is 
occasionally interrupted by their maid who is asking us if we would like to eat or drink something. 
Loubna is a senior year engineering student in a private university. She has been studying in France and 
in the United States, and speaks French and English fluently, although she admitted having some 
problems with Classical Arabic at school. Her father is a businessman and her mother is a housewife. 
 
Loubna: "Women had many problems, like didn't have right to choose their lives, they were controlled, 
like some family members like they used their daughter like for some...you know...like to benefit from 
some other families, like they wanted like to get their children married so that they can have like 
business together or whatever...So this is not right, she has the right to choose for herself. And like for 
young people now, the new generation, they are like more Western cultured, they fall in love with each 
others and they wanna have, you know, their own life and get married with who they wants...so this 
[new Family Law] makes it easier for them.'" 
 
Loubna sees that the arranged marriages were mainly a problem for women, even though she admits 
that some people wanted to 'marry their children' (i.e. to arrange the marriage of their daughters and 
sons), which means that the men also were in the same situation. Whether the marriage is going to be 
happy or not, was surely a source of anxiety for both, man and woman. The aim of the arranged 
marriages was to establish or reinforce relationships between families. They are still common, but less 
so among the urban and educated people. (Joseph 1997: 197.)  
 
At the times when arranged marriages were rather rule than an exception it was common that wife 
moved to live in the family of her husband, where she would spend most of her time not with him but 
his mother and other female relatives of husband's family. Therefore it was more important that she 
would be able to get along with them and gain their acceptance. Camille Lacoste-Dujardin (1996) has 
even argued that the most important heterosexual relationship in Maghreb countries is the relationship 
between mother and son. Mother develops a close relationship with the son who reciprocally becomes 
her protector against the vicissitudes of divorce and widowhood (Minai 1981:163).  
 
Recent observations from the Arab world suggest that the nuclear families are an increasing trend and 
the traditional extended family with three or more generations living together is not considered as the 
only possible option anymore (Barakat 1993; Davis&Davis 1989; Juntunen 2002). Still today, the 
relationship with a young bride and her mother-in-law can be complicated as shown in the following 
account from Aicha, whose own marriage was arranged by the parents: 
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Aicha: 'In my point of view, I married my daughter at very young age, at 18, and I had a problem, not 
with her husband but with them [in-laws]. You see...I would have preferred, I wanted to give my 
opinion, but she didn't marry because of my will but of her own. I had a problem and I suffered so 
much for my daughter that I got ill. You see, I had problems with them, I had a certain image of her 
[the mother in-law of her daughter] and then she became another person. I had a good image of them 
in the beginning, they swindled us well in the beginning, their son never went out with my daughter or 
anything else, and they had never seen each others before. It was just a coincidence that they came to 
our house, he never went out with her to tell her 'I want you' or something like that...The problem was 
not with him but because she lived with them and then he started to travel and she started to have 
problems, especially when he stays [away] for a month, two months and because she stays with them 
she suffers.' 
 
Aicha sees that the problem in her daughter's marriage was due to the fact that she got married at 18 
and did not have enough experience to cope with the in-laws. The husband himself was good for her 
daughter, but the mother-in-law had 'swindled' Aicha by giving an image of her in the beginning, which 
then turned out to be something else. In fact, the parents have a reason to be concern about the 
conditions where the girl will be living with his husband, because in case of divorce she will turn to her 
parents for help and support.  
 
Interesting point in Aicha's account is her emphasis on how her daughter did not go out with her future 
husband or either meets her before marriage. She is also telling the same about her own marriage, how 
she saw her husband only in the pictures before wedding day. This reflects traditional idea of what is 
considered proper behavior: her own and her daughter's marriages were done in an honorable way, 
without dating or any type of premarital relationship. If the bride had gone out with the husband before 
marriage, it could be seen as a sign of improper behavior and loose morality in the eyes of the in-laws 
and it could lead into conflicts later on. Yet Islam allows couples to meet before marriage and get to 
know each others, as long as it happens within the moral codes of religion (Al-Khayyat 1990:65). The 
fact that the interviewee emphasis that the spouses did not meet each others before marriage refers 
more to cultural codes of what is considered proper and honorable behavior than to the demands of the 
religion. 
 
The fact that Aicha mentions that her daughter was married off at young age can be also interpreted 
from other perspective, as a source of pride rather than a source of anxiety. During the stays in 
Morocco, I realized that those women who married at young age remembered to mention that regularly, 
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whereas those who married at relatively mature age rather kept quiet about the issue. The issue of 
marriage age is discussed more thoroughly in the next chapter. 
 
Respondents (Loubna and Aicha) different approaches towards arranged marriages can be explained by 
several factors: Loubna and Aicha belong to different generations but also to different social classes. 
Their worldviews have, without doubt, been shaped by their social environments: Aicha has always 
been living in the same town whereas Loubna has been Western influenced, as she puts it.  
 
 Abdelmajid, post graduate student in biotechnology from Tetuan describes parents' strategies to find 
out whether the man will be good for their daughter: 
 
Abdelmajid: "Here [in Morocco] we have a custom which I think is good, so the father [of the girl] 
goes to visit the region where he lives to ask how he is, what does he do for living, this and that.  So if 
he is good, if his up-bringing is good, wellIn order to avoid the problems. Because here we say that 
love is blind. We say like that. So the girl who is in love with him will not see his defaults, she will not 
see them.  
 
In fact, what Abdelmajid describes as a Moroccan custom is common also in other parts of the Arab 
world. Al-Khayyat's (1990:58) observations from Iraq show that in Iraqi families it was common that 
family did inquire about bridegroom's family in order to find out if they are honorable people. This 
happens particularly if the families were unknown to each others. 
 
In the new Family Code the stipulation (§12) submitting women to the guardianship of a male member 
of the family has been removed and it states instead that "the girl of 18 years old is now entitled to 
guardianship and may exercise it freely and independently"(Royaume du Maroc 2004). Formulated in 
this way, the article that used to be an obligation has now become a right.  
 
What unmarried young women think of this right? Would they abandon their right to use a tutor? These 
three students, Layla, Ilham and Sihame are all private university students, from middle class family 
background and fluent in French: 
 
Layla: "As I told you, it is a question of culture. For example, even if a girl does not need a tutor it 
would not be totally approved in our society [to not to have one]. So even if the girls would have this 
right I think it would be not even 1% of the girls who would use this right. Because it's not accepted in 
our society and a girl can not imagine marrying with someone that her parents don't accept. Me, for 
example, even if I'm educated and I have, let's say, a certain level of instruction, but I could not 
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imagine to marry with someone that my parents are opposed to. I could do my best to convince them. 
But for myself, I wouldn't use this right.  
 
Ilham: Well, I don't know because at some point there were Arab Muslim countries where girl did not 
need a tutor, but in Morocco she needed. But if you want, there are not many persons who would do it, 
there are not many girls who would like to marry [without a tutor] because they know that if they marry 
without approval of their father they know that it will mean cutting themselves out of the family. It's 
very rare that a girl would prefer a man over her family.  
 
Sihame: 'To have a tutor means that she is not able to manage her own marriage and I am totally 
against that. Because when a woman is getting married, she knows that she is entering to another life 
and that she will have many responsibilities. So to have a tutor is...I think that it's not necessary. 
Because a woman is responsible now, she has studied, majority of women have studied, and they know 
their rights now. She is major, like a man. When a man gets married he does not need a tutor, so a 
woman neither. It will not mean that a woman now...The other way round, now the people say that a 
woman can marry with whomever. But a woman is not crazy! She knows in which she is engaging 
herself. When she is getting married she will get many responsibilities. 
 
Sihame learned about the family law reform from her aunt, who is an activist in a womens rights 
association. She has clearly adopted some of her discourse from her, as she first passionately defends 
womens rights to marry like a man, as the women now have this right and they are capable to decide 
for themselves. Sihame points out that people think that woman can now marry whomever: this 
reflects the fear that the principle of kafaa would not be respected if the girl would be able choose her 
partner without parents agreement. This could even lead to unwanted mixity between social classes. 
 
Even if Sihame agrees that a girl should be free to choose her own partner, she goes on saying that: 
 
Sihame: Even our education that we received as children imposes that even if I'm getting married I 
will not come to my mother [and say] 'Mother, I'm introducing my husband'. You don't do that. Already 
you need to have a wedding ceremony and the parents need to be present, so even when I'm getting 
married my parents need to know my husband, my future husband. But when they...when they don't like 
him they will say 'see, he has this and this and this' and I will say 'No, he has this and this and this', 
because it's me who is going to live with him, not them. So to impose a husband, it's not...Or to have a 
tutor or not, woman will always remain...She will consult her parents about the marriage. Because 
when she is going to get married he is going to ask her hand from her father. He will come to the house 
so he will be seen by the family.'  
 
This interview quote reveals the role of the tradition vis-à-vis the law reform. Sihame, being a well-
educated young woman from a good family, could not even imagine choosing a husband against the 
parents will. She also refers to the custom of the groom asking the girls hand from the father, a custom 
that does exist also in Europe and North America. However, she has the possibility to discuss for favor 
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of a suitor that she prefers and she might end up convincing the parents. Layla and Ilham agree with the 
idea, that a well-educated girl respects her parents opinion. 
 
Even if the informants cited above had generally positive attitude towards new Family Law, they did 
not totally agree on the abandon of the tutor, for cultural and educational reasons. The right of a girl to 
marry 'whoever she wants' does not mean a girl will actually marry whoever she wants, but she will 
consult her family and marry who the girl and her family want. A wrong choice may lead to break-up 
with her parents and her family and she would lose her most important support network.  
 
Sihame mentions education given by the parents as a reason why a girl would not like to marry without 
a tutor. Even having the legal right to marry without a tutor, well educated girl would not challenge the 
authority of her parents by taking a decision against their will.  
 
According to Mona Siddiqui this notion of 'giving a woman' reflects a society which has accepted 
patriarchal rights as a norm. She goes on arguing that "Women may be legally competent to act for 
themselves but social values place constraints on their behavior so that acting in their own interests 
without male participation is basically seen as denying male authority". (Siddiqui 1996: 52) Denying 
male authority will consequently be sanctioned by the abandon from the part of the male relatives. 
Parents not only have the ultimate authority in choosing the spouses for their children but they are also 
believed to be the best sources to rely on when judging the availability of a groom candidate.  
 
Some of the respondents saw that this article is particularly advantageous to married, adult women, 
who already have a work and a stable financial situation, especially concerning womans freedom and 
mobility. Meryem and Fusia are friends, married women with children and career.  
 
Meryem: "As women we have lived, we had financial means, we have studied, we had good social 
conditions -and we needed a tutor to travel, to have a passport." 
 
Fusia: "It's an achievement that a woman does not need a tutor anymore, like she said, to have a 
passport, to have a visa..."  
 
 Family Law does not actually change anything vis-à-vis practices concerning visas or passports. 
Traveling abroad is still a leisure that is permitted only for a small number of Moroccans, men and 
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women due to the fact that traveling is expensive and foreign visas are difficult to obtain. Even if 
Family Law can not change this situation, it is seen symbolically important that a woman now 
supposedly has more freedom and mobility.  
 
Without doubt, the young people in todays Morocco want to have more freedom when choosing a 
partner than earlier generations. But, as Ilham points out, it is rather risky to choose a husband who 
would not please the parents: in case of problems, the girl would find herself alone, without the support 
of her natal family.  
 
Analysis of the interview data shows the ambiguous attitudes towards the new stipulation that gives a 
girl the possibility to marry without a male guardian. Despite this new right of signing the marriage 
contract on their own behalf, young unmarried girls are not willing to use this right. Yet they all see 
this reform important and necessary. Parents opinions are highly valued, which is related not only 
cultural values but also for practical reasons: in case of problems in marriage, parents are the first ones 
to be called for help. Long courtship period before marriage was not a primary aspiration of the 
respondents.  
 
By emphasizing the womens right for independent choice, respondents have the possibility to express 
their support for womens rights. However, in real life it would be out of question to use this right as 
it would implicate many things: first, marrying without the approval of the parents would mean that the 
parents can deny their support in case of problems. Second, well-bred girl from a good family should 
not oppose her parents: by doing so, she would risk her own and her familys reputation in the eyes of 
the in-laws.  
 
2.3. Marriage Age 
 
New Family Law article 19 has increased the minimum age of marriage to 18 for girls, which is now 
the same than for boys. Previously girls were legally allowed to marry at the age of 15. Still it is 
possible for a girl to marry at age between 15 and 18, but not younger than 15. The special permission 
from the judge is needed as well as medical certificate. Family Law expresses the concern over 
premature marriages, which took place especially among the rural population and urban poor.  
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Statistical data provided by Les Annuaires Statistiques du Maroc from 2002 shows that in reality, the 
tendency seem to be rather towards higher and higher age of first marriage. In 1960, the average age of 
first marriage for men in urban areas was 24, 4 and 17, 5 for women, and in rural areas 23, 8 for men 
and 17, 2 for women. In 1982 the average marriage age had increased to 28, 5 years for urban men, to 
25, 6 for rural men, to 23, 8 for urban women and to 20, 8 years to rural women. In 1998, an average 
age of first marriage for Moroccans (urban and rural) was 31, 2 years for men and 26, 8 for women. At 
the same time, the difference between urban and rural areas has increased since 1970's.  
 
In the following samples, question of ideal marriage age was discussed by the interviewees. Often the 
first answer described the ideal age in general and only then the ideal age for the interviewee 
him/herself. 
 
Sumaya: "For  both sexes, I think, well, I think that 20 years it's...Well, for a girl, ok, 22 or 23 years it's 
ok. For a man even 25 or 26 it's...it's the age. So that they would be mature, so that they would better 
understand life, because life is not always simple so how are we going to get married...to have what to 
eat, where to sleep and all that. For a girl for example, at 17 or 18 years, what will she understand? 
But well, it's already good, because in our religion it is said that a man can marry, it means that, when 
he finds that he will need a partner so he has the right to get married, so that's already not bad, 
because this Moudawana, they have rather tried to make...a combination between what is brought by 
our religion and what was...It's true that there have been reforms but without forgetting our religion, 
Islam, which states that a husband has right to marry when...that he becomes aware that he needs a 
wife, so he has the right to get married. So this is the reason why the age is 18 now." 
 
Sihame points out, that Islam gives a man the right to marry whenever 'he becomes aware that he needs 
a wife' and she thinks that Moudawana has successfully combined the religion and secular legislation. 
It is true that Family Law permits men to marry at the age of 18, but as we will see further on in this 
chapter, few men marry at that young age, even if they would feel at that age that they need a partner. 
  
There is a possibility to ask judges authorisation for a girl to marry at younger than 18, however not 
younger than 15. One of the informants is a doctor who can give medical authorisation for a girl to 
marry at younger age than 18: 
Fusia: Personally, I am a doctor so I would say, because I do examination for marriage for young 
girls less than 18 years old. Well, I could tell you that in general I give my agreement to marriage 
because those who want to get married are girls who never went to school. Those young girls are 
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either orphans or they have very poor parents and when some person wants to marry one, and then in 
general at 16 years I accept it personally, because all the doctors accept to give the marriage 
certificate [that can be presented to the judge in order to get the legal authorisation]. Because you tell 
yourself: if she is orphan then what would she lose? She would stay doing what? To clean in other 
peoples' houses or to hang out on the streets? There is somebody who accepts to marry with him and 
it's rareSo it is better for her to have her own household. Or her parents tell her 'we are poor, we 
have already six or seven kids, so I prefer, and he is good'. When we make a little inquiry we find out 
that the husband has an income that can...He can satisfy needs of this woman so in the end you are 
telling yourself, well, it is better that she'll get married. Logically, logically you should wait that an 
adolescent would wait until the age of 18 before getting married in order to become mature and to 
finish with studies... 
From the interviews we can conclude the following: first, according to the interviewee, getting a 
certificate for marriage if you are under 18 but over 15 is generally not a problem, because as Fusia 
puts it "all the doctors accept to give the marriage certificate". Second, she admits that logically it 
would be better to wait at least until the age of 18, but she sees the socio-economic situation of the girl 
can justify the marriage. Third, marriage is seen as the best available solution, if other possibilities 
would be to end up "cleaning in other peoples' houses", being an underpaid and often exploited 
domestic servant, or to "hang out on the streets" which basically means working as a prostitute. 
As Juntunen (2002:93) has observed, working as a cleaner, housemaid or agricultural labourer is 
considered as stigmatising way of earning one's living indicating that the individual doing those jobs 
really does not have any other alternatives. Even if the attitudes towards prostitution are ambiguous11 in 
Moroccan society, Fusia's considers prostitution as worst solution. However, what is essential in Fusia's 
comment is that marriage, even premature, is seen better compared to the other, very limited 
possibilities available for girl of modest background. It is rare that someone would actually offer to 
marry an uneducated, poor girl, even an orphan and to provide for her and it is seen as a lucky stroke 
offering her a possibility to establish her own household. 
There are several reasons why marriage age has increased drastically in past decades. Economical 
conditions are often mentioned and it is true that living costs have increased at the same time with 
                                                
11 Rabinow (1977:59) observed in 1970s, that almost every Moroccan man I knew had his initiation into heterosexual 
activity through a visit to the prostitutes. I noticed that in Rabat, apart from random police roundups by the police, 
prostitutes, among them very young girls, were quite free to look for clients on the streets and cafés.  Despite of a certain 
social stigma, for poor men, prostitutes are the best brides as they do not demand high bride price (mahr) or lavish wedding 
ceremonies. Prostitution does not stigmatize the woman once she has got married. (Note made by Professor John Schoup 
during a lecture at Al Akhawayn University, October 29 2004.) 
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unemployment (Dwyer 1991:15). Many young Moroccan men, particularly from lower social classes, 
seek for economically more secured life abroad (mainly in Europe or in Gulf States) as an immigrant. 
Aspirations to construct one's own life and found a family motivates young men to immigrate 
(Juntunen 2002:113-127). 
One could also think that womens' access to public sphere, changes in sexual behaviour and thus 
adaptation of the idea of romantic love with the opposite sex are reasons why young people marry at 
older age.  This idea is contradicted with Schaefer Davis' (1993:220-221) observations in Moroccan 
rural town Zawiya where she noticed that parents of young girls had actually realised that the girls who 
"can be seen", i.e. who have more freedom to move outside are the ones that will be asked for 
marriage. Therefore, increased mobility of women was not the reason that they would wish more 
freedom or that they would be more willing to marry at older age, but rather it served as a strategy to 
allure husband candidates. Consequently, one could ask whether the education of women is a cause or 
consequence of postponed marriages. 
In general, the interviewees saw that idealistically, one should marry after graduation from the 
university. Only one female interviewee, Ilham, expressed willingness to remain single after some 
years of graduation, before getting married. 
 
Ilham: "You would really like to marry when you have worked, when you have been independent, when 
you have saved some money, also seen the world, because when you're getting married is to not 
anymore live for oneself, it's for the two of you and then for the children. And even for the children, you 
need to enrich them, how can you help your children if you don't have personal experience, and it's 
sure that you won't have that experience if you get married at 22 or 23 years old, just after finishing 
your studies. You have not had the time to see how the things go, how does it go with the work, already 
you need to think about that because then you will be absent from work or either you look for the work 
that does not demand so much, and that's really not...So I would marry at 27, 28 or 29."  
Despite the increasing marriage age and changes on socio-economical conditions, marriage and having 
children remain ideal and unquestionable objectives for both men and women. For example, Ilham 
justifies her aspirations for independence by the fact that the experiences gained during that time will 
later on help her to educate her children. For men, their economical situation primarily dictates when 
they will be able to marry, but for women the cultural ideal is that they should be young, at least younger 
than the husband. 
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Aziz: "I mean, the ideal age of getting married is 28, 29, and 30. Nowadays a lot of young people study, 
so the study takes a lot of time, 23, 24, 25, I mean we graduate in 23 or 24, it's the, I mean shortest. I 
mean for PhD or Master Degree they have to study more, they have to study all the years. And after they 
graduate, to work for a while, in order to have the house and have a good condition for the marriage." 
Anna: "And same for the girls?" 
Aziz: I will talk about Moroccan situation. This Moudawana is just something in papers, the...I mean 
they have rights with this Moudawana, but the mentality, their way of thinking of woman is still the same 
thing. I mean, that the man has to look for a job and woman stay at home, so...I mean the ideal age of 
marriage for a man is near 30s and for woman, she can be younger." 
Anna: "Do women prefer older husbands, instead of classmates for example?" 
Aziz: "In the Moroccan culture they think that the best husband is someone who is like 5, 10 years older 
than a woman, he has a profession, he has a career, and he can take the responsibility of her. I mean 
getting married with a man of the same age, the same background information, the same level of 
education and job, to have the same job is  a Western idea."  
 
Concerning the average marriage and the relationships between young men and women, Youssef 
expressed following ideas: 
 
Youssef: "The difference between the husband and wife should not be more than four or five years. Three 
years, -because they must have the same mentality. So if the husband has for example 35 or 40 years and 
the girl is just 18 the girl just...she must to enjoy her life and go to the discotheque and the other places, 
but the man has already spent these kinds of tricks. And also for the age of the marriage for the man, it 
depends of his financial status. And for the girl, she just has to wait for her luck and get a man. But now 
[after the reform] it's the same case for the man and woman. They must go to get money and get 
engaged." 
 
When asked whether he thinks that is possible for men to resist the sexual relationships until the age of 
marriage, Youssef replied as following:  
 
Youssef: "Oh for the sexual relationship...In our religion it's said that it's forbidden such a relationship, 
but in the society it's a contradiction of what we believe and what we do. And it's hard, it's said that if a 
girl doesn't have a boyfriend there is something wrong with her. There is a contradiction, when they 
[men] are young they say something, when they want to marry they want a girl, a perfect girl who has 
never had relationship. It's the tradition of our society; the mentality of the people must to change if you 
want to change the society."  
 
Youssef thinks that there should not be too much age difference between spouses, because if a girl is 
young, she still wants to go out and fun, whereas her husband will already be tired of these kinds of 
activities. Being a young man and a student himself, he sees that girls should not look for partners who 
are much older than them. On the other hand he admits that most men, when getting married, want to 
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have a 'perfect girl', who is inexperienced and younger than the husband. This reflects what Juntunen 
(2002:123-125) observed in Morocco: young men 'losing' girls of their age for older, wealthier man.  
 
Here again, the Islamic view and the traditional way of thinking are in conflict. Especially Islamic 
feminist interpretation of women's status in Islam stresses, that the Prophet Mohammad married 
women who were older than himself and some of his wives already had children from previous 
marriages (Mernissi 1991:104). Yet the Moroccan culture values the youth of the bride. As Moulay 
Rchid (1985:277) notes, most women take pride over the youth of their daughters that is considered as 
an added value on the marriage market. Therefore, only few women would, in real situations, oppose 
the marriage of young girls. 
 
The interviewees agreed that setting 18 as minimum age for marriage is a positive change, as 
"premature marriage causes problems", the idea expressed in most interviews. These problems could be 
for example, as Aicha mentioned problems with in-laws, and lack of responsibility or economical 
problems that can lead to divorce. On the other hand, most female interviewees see that the new Family 
Law, or rather men's attitudes towards it are problematic for women who aspire to get married. 
Fusia: "Moudawana has made the situation worse concerning the marriages because men have 
understood it in a wrong way, they have not really grasped it yet so they are afraid of getting married 
and afraid of...well, they think that, well, that the things that they owned before marriage will be shared 
with a woman. The idea is not clear in their heads so for fear of sharing what they already possess, this 
aggravates the situation of marriages in Morocco, which is already...very difficult. Because young 
Moroccan girls don't marry at young age anymore."  
 
Fusia's daughter, 25 years old undergraduate student in General Engineering refers to jokes and 
anecdotes on Moudawana: 
 
Ilham: "When they had just declared it there were many anecdotes about it. My friend's brother said 'Oh 
no, I'm not going to work all my life only to give all my money to my wife', but I don't know if he really 
meant that or it was just a joke. But anyway, the men think only about that, money. They don't think that 
the one who might have problems in divorce can be his sister or his mother or..."  
 
Fatima Zohra: "I would like to get married now, because 30 years it's...But now people have understood 
this the wrong way. If a man possesses goods the woman will take them. There are those who have not 
understood this new Moudawana. Most young men have understood this the wrong way. Most guys say 
when you talk to them, that they are not satisfied with this new Moudawana because a woman would 
impose and have more power than him when she is talking to him, and that she would be right. This is 
what most of them tells you, saying 'I don't want to get married. 
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Women fear that this law is understood in a wrong way by men and in that way will reduce their 
chances to get married. In a society where a woman gains full social status only as a married wife and a 
mother (of a son) the difficulty of finding a husband turns out to be real problem for some women. 
"Supplemental laws, which many countries have recently passed, to make divorce as well as polygamy 
more difficult for the husband encourage men to take a much longer time to choose wives, thus making 
it more difficult for women to 'catch' them", writes Naila Minai. "Ironically, laws benefiting married 
women have turned out to be somewhat disadvantageous for their single sisters". (Minai 1981: 189.) 
 
Another problem which arises with increasing marriage age is one related to Islamic moral standards 
concerning sexuality. For both sexes it is forbidden to have sexual relations outside of marital 
framework. Despite of the equality of men and women in Islam with regard to this question, in Moroccan 
culture it is commonly seen that men have more difficulties to remain virgin until marriage and it is 
therefore generally more acceptable for them to have such relations. 
 
Anna "Do you think that this question, like, Islam does not accept sexual relationships out of marriage. 
Do you think it is a problem for young people, if the [average] marriage age increases until 25...it is the 
age sexual activity...? 
Abdelmajid: "Oh yes, it is a problem, really it is a big problem. For us, in the Islamic Shari'ah it is 
forbidden to make relationships, well to have sexual relationships before...out of marriage. It is 
forbidden. So, marriage is the only solution. The problem is that people don't have means to get married. 
Young people don't find work, so what are they doing? They have relationships. But relationships 
with...Here a girl can not have sexual relationships with a man before getting married. It's forbidden, it 
will...it will cause her problems with her family if she does it. So the virginity is clear in Islam, girls have 
to be virgins, we think like that." 
 
Anna: "And men also." 
Abdelmajid: "Men also... [laughing]. In Islam it is like that, it's the principal. Both of them should be 
virgins, both of them should not have relationships out of marriage. But this is not the case. If we would 
practice Islam we would do it. There are [Islamic] practices, so there are people who do that, they 
respect the religion and they do it, so they don't have relationships out of marriage. Now the economical 
situation and social, uh...forces certain young people to go towards this way, to have relationships with 
prostitutes and frankly, this encourages the prostitution here. Frankly, there are relationships with 
prostitutes and this will...So this makes that nowadays we talk a lot about AIDS and all this, it has 
increased, and it is a problem. Because here, well, prostitution is not legalized, it is not controlled in 
Morocco. It is not like in certain Western countries, there are doctors, there are...So it can be observed 
well."  
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Abdelmajid's comment about the importance of female virginity expresses the difference between 
Islamic and cultural view on sexual equality. This kind of culturally constructed double standard is 
something that Islamic feminists criticize. Clearly what is expressed in Abdelmajid's comment about 
virginity of a bride is a cultural ideal: it is not only religious ideal because the religious ideal does not set 
the double standard, neither is it an observation of objective reality. The point raised by Abdelmajid 
about prostitution is also interesting in a sense, that it does not include moral judgement towards 
prostitution as such; rather he expresses his worries about side effects of prostitution, such as HIV. He 
thinks that those problems are related to the fact that prostitution in Morocco is not under control, as he 
thinks it is in Europe. The same issue came up in the group interview situation with women in Meknes: 
 
Fusia: "It's true for boys, the girls are used to it [to not to have sexual relationships] we are born like 
that, a Moroccan girl, a Muslim girl or a Moroccan girl, I don't know. So maybe she is psychologically 
prepared, sexual relationship is not what she aspires for. It's rather a conjugal life, to have a household, 
to live happily. Sexuality is not a problem for a Moroccan girl. Contrarily, for a boy it can be a 
problem." 
Anna: "Yes, especially if he doesn't have means to get married before 40 years, or 35..." 
Fusia: It is a problem, because it is impossible to resist until that age. So it would be sexuality out of 
wedlock. This is delicate for Moroccan men, it is not easy to wait to postpone to...But well, 18 it's 
reasonable." 
Meryem: "It's not like before, we have to admit it, there is much more freedom, we have to say it...Is it 
accepted or not, is it integrated in the society or not, but there are many...There are not many young 
girls who would stay virgins until their marriage, so then...There are not many, huh? In the big cities I 
mean, Rabat, Casablanca..." 
 
Meryem: "I think that the parents know, but the girl, as she works, so..." 
Anna: "So is it just important to keep the image?" 
Fusia: "Especially in the big cities." 
Meryem: "In the big cities. In the smaller towns we have not arrived to this yet, but in the bigger cities 
yes. Girls go out a lot, they meet young men..." 
Fusia: "But there is a return, there is a return. I count anyway on...I would say, it's true what you say, it 
is an existing reality, but in our times..." 
Sara: "You're naïve, auntie." 
Fusia: "No, I'm not naïve, I am familiar with...But there is a return to Islam, there is a return. We can 
see from our times, from 1970s, 1980s..." 
 
In this interview, Meryem and her daughter Sara bring into the discussion their observations that most 
girls in the big cities are not virgins anymore when they marry. Fusia, although admitting this to be true, 
repeats several times that there is a return to Islam going on in Moroccan society, meaning that the young 
people these days are readopting Islamic values. The degeneration of mores is attached to big cities, 
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where girls have more freedom and more possibilities to meet young men. Parents might be aware, but if 
their daughter works and has a salary, she has a certain level of economic independence.  
 
When it comes to premarital relationships situation is very complicated especially for girls: on the other 
hand, if a girl does not have a boyfriend, she is considered as not attractive (see Youssef's interview 
earlier in this chapter), if she does, she risks to get a suspicious reputation which might have negative 
impact on her chances to get married. And not only her own chances, but she will ruin the reputation of 
her sisters and brothers as well. 
 
This cultural double standard is the reason why, according to Al-Khayyat (1990), women have tendency 
to stick to the traditional values and way of thinking concerning marriage arrangements. In her research 
among Iraqi women she found out that even if many women were eager to get to know their future 
husband before marriage, they still preferred arranged marriages for fear of being rejected after a 
premarital relationship. Even if romances between university students were common, they very seldom 
led to marriages, as men had to work for some years after graduation in order to gain means to marry and 
women could not permit themselves to wait for them as they thought that with time, their chances to 
marry will reduce. (Al-Khayyat 1990:66.) 
 
In conclusion, interviewees saw as positive change the fact that girls can not marry anymore at the age 
lower than 18 years. The ideal age by all the interviewees was situated after some years of university 
graduation, but the best age to marry was lower for women than for men. This was justified by the 
cultural idea of man as provider and the ideal of young bride. On the other hand, respondents saw that in 
certain situations, it is the best for a girl to get married, even underage, than earn her living by doing 
culturally stigmatizing odd jobs. Premature marriages were not justified by religious reasons, but rather 
by economical, biological and cultural facts and conditions.   
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3. MOROCCAN FAMILY AS CULTURAL OTHER 
 
3.1. Polygyny 
 
In Islam, man is allowed to marry several women, whereas women can only marry one man at time. 
However, it is not forbidden for women to remarry after divorce. Polygyny, from the Western 
perspective, is often seen as an indicator of inequality and oppression of a woman in a Muslim society. 
Polygyny is allowed by Koran, but it also sets very strict rules concerning it. All wives should be treated 
equally and be provided the same things. Nowadays it has become hard for many men to provide even 
one wife, as seen in the previous chapter; polygyny has in deed become rare in Morocco. Also in other 
Muslim countries polygamy has been an issue of heated topics and the attitudes towards it vary from 
region to region. In Egypt, for instance, already 19th century reformists such as Muhammad Abduh were 
opposing the practice of polygyny arguing that in real life, equal treatment of wives hardly ever occurs 
(Stowasser 1993: 8-9).  Muslim countries with secular legislation such as Tunisia and Turkey have 
abolished polygamy. In Tunisia, for example, polygyny is considered as a crime and punished with 
imprisonment (Curtiss 1996: 35). 
 
Many Muslim feminists argue, that this practice took place in very specific historical conditions, i.e. 
when the Muslims were in the war and there were many widows and orphans left who whose own 
benefit was to be under husbands protection. From this perspective, it was seen rather as a responsibility 
than a right of a man to provide as many women as he could. The allowed number of wives varies within 
different schools and interpretations of Islam. Following the Maleki Islam, Moroccan Family Law allows 
a man to marry up to four women with strict conditions. "Polygamy is allowed, subject to the judge's 
authorization and to stringent legal conditions which make it virtually impossible: the judge must make 
sure that there is no presumption of iniquity" (Royaume du Maroc 2004).  
 
The article 40 of Family Law stipulates, that in order to marry a second wife, first wife's agreement is 
needed as well as evidence that the husband is able to provide same conditions to both wives. Already in 
previous Family Law polygyny was forbidden if injustice could occur between wives. If the injustice is 
to be avoided, then logically the wives should be aware of each others.  Therefore the initial hypothesis 
in interview situations was that the question of polygyny would not be considered of great importance in 
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the new Family Law. Also knowing that woman already previously had the right to precise in their 
marriage contract that they do not want their husband to marry a second wife I did not think that anyone 
of the interviewees would even mention it. But instead, it came out that many female interviewees 
considered restricting of polygamy as one of the positive changes brought by the reform. 
 
Sihame: "One thing that is beneficial for woman is the one concerning polygamy. In Morocco, 
polygamy is not forbidden, but we make laws, we can limit it with strict laws. It's true that when we 
read this law we see that it is impossible to remarry, but I think already in Morocco the percentage of 
men who have married more than one wife is already rare, less than 0,1%.  
 
Even if the polygamy has been accepted in Islam since it's early times, the custom of defining the 
conditions of marriage in a special marriage contract offered a possibility for a woman to claim, for 
instance, her right of remaining the only wife.  
 
But let us move back to the group interview situation, where Sara brought up the question of polygamy 
into the discussion: 
 
Sara: "Yes I wanted to add that the law is posing obstacles for those who wanted to marry four women 
without equality between wives and they [Islamists] actually said that, no; our Islam gives us the 
permission to marry with four. In fact, everything was done so that it would become more and more 
impossibleDifficult to marry many wives, so they were against that. And another thing was that the 
fact that a woman can marry without having a legal tutor behind her, that she could marry without 
obligatory presence of a tutor or her parents, so this also, they were against it. For them it was 
unimaginable that a girl would marry without a tutor. In grosso modo, that was it." 
 
Fusia: "And I think that Moudawana, in fact, only applies Islam as it is, because Islamist people or a 
man, a Muslim man, I wouldn't even say Moroccan, a Muslim man reads Islam as he understands it 
and as it suits him. Because according to Islam, if you want to marry four women, there are conditions. 
There are conditions, there are conditions. And here he can just skip the conditions that there were and 
interpret Islam as he pleases. But apart from that, Islam, already in the Islamic texts, you can't just 
marry like that...And if you marry there has to be draconian conditions in order to marry two wives or 
three or four. This is what makes that you can't actually marry more than one woman. It is so difficult 
to apply that it is almost impossible to marry more than one woman. But here what Moudawana does is 
actually just putting dots on i:s." 
Sara: "And men don't like it."  
 
Sara and Fusia see that polygamy was one of the points why Islamists were opposing the Family Law 
reform. Some women can also see positive things on polygamy, for example that if the first wife is not 
able to have children, and second wife could be needed: 
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Loubna: "I can imagine or think for example if a woman is sick for example so maybe they need to 
have another wife so that the father can have like children, that could be good thing. But he has to treat 
them equally; Islam is very strict about that. The husband has the right to have four wives, why? It's 
because of kids, probably, or because he is not getting along with his first wife, but the most important 
thing is that he is going to treat them equally, like, no difference. They would feel it. It is impossible, 
like to have same feelings for all wives. That's impossible, you always gonna prefer one of them. And 
that makes it then forbidden."   
 
Female interviewees see that the 'draconian conditions' Koran has put on the polygamy prove that it is 
actually forbidden. To have exactly the same feelings for more than one woman is seen impossible. 
However, men can still continue asking from a judge the right to polygamy. How the judge is going to 
evaluate his feelings is not very clear, but he has to present proves that he is able to support and offer 
the same material conditions for all wives. Wives should also be informed about each others. 
 
Kawtar Sekkat (2004) has collected statistical data based on cases presented to judges asking for the 
right to polygamy three months before and three months after application of the new family law. These 
statistics show that there are remarkable regional differences in how popular polygamy is. For instance, 
in the cities such as Salé, Tiffet, Fquih Ben Salah and Ben Slimane, there were more demands for 
polygamy before the new Family Law than after, and the general volume of demands was relatively 
small, presenting less than 10 cases over three months time period. Yet in some other regions where 
even before the reform there were higher demand for polygamy, after the reform the demands had 
actually increased radically. Such regions are for example Aïn Shuk, Aïn Sbaâ and Khimisset. Most 
radically the change is present in the city of Beni Mellal, where the cases demanding for polygamy 
were just above 20 before the reform and had increased to almost 60 after application of family law.  
 
Sekkat offers as an explanation that Beni Mellal is known for its immigrant population and it is 
generally more easily accepted that a man takes a second wife in Morocco if his first wife is abroad. 
Reasons for this, according to Sekkat, is that the dowry (mahr) in Morocco is cheaper than in the 
countries where these men reside, and second, if a Moroccan man is already married to an older foreign 
lady, the marriage is not necessarily considered valid in Morocco, where the patriarchal culture insists 
that the wife should be younger than her husband. (Sekkat 2004:25-26.) 
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Polygyny, from the Western viewpoint, is seen as one of the factors that make Islam a religion that 
oppresses women. The data of this study shows that women do think of the question of polygamy, but, 
instead of demanding it to be banned totally; they want men to remember the draconian conditions that 
regulate the practice. Female interviewees also mentioned that this practice is becoming rare in 
Morocco. However, it is interesting that despite the new family law, in certain regions the demand for 
polygynous marriages has actually increased. One possible explanation to this phenomenon could be 
that women fear that new family law will make men less willing to marry and are therefore more likely 
to accept a polygynous marriage proposal. However, this is just a speculation and would require further 
research on topic. 
 
3.2. Woman and Divorce 
 
Important change brought by the Family Law reform was the article concerning divorce, which 
stipulates that divorce can be exercised by both, husband and wife, under judicial supervision. 
Unilateral orally pronounced repudiation of a wife by her husband is not considered legal anymore.  
 
In Islam, divorce is not forbidden, haram, but akrah al-halal, the most hateful of accepted practices 
(Barakat 1993:114). In the spirit of Islam, some solution should be found between husband and wife 
until the actual divorce takes place. Usually a mediator or mediators from the families of spouses can 
be used in order to solve the problems of the couple.  
 
Abdelmajid: "Divorce in Islam is not like a divorce in the other religions. So, the first divorce in our 
Shari'ah, it is adviced that the members of wife's family and the members of husband's family would 
gather together in order to solve the problem. I will give my viewpoints and she will give her 
viewpoints, and we will solve out...We will solve the problem, and they have the right to remarry and 
return together, to live together. Divorce is not the end. Divorce is the last solution; you have to try to 
avoid it."  
 
The type of divorce here described by Abdelmajid is the Islamic divorce called talaq ("letting go free"), 
where a man pronounces in the presence of the witnesses his willingness to repudiate his wife. It is 
only after the third time the divorce will be definitive. (Al Farüqi 1988.) Abdelmajid points out that, the 
divorce is not the end, meaning that after the first time the husband has pronounced the divorce, there 
would be an effort from both husband and his family and wife and her family to solve their problems in 
order to continue their life together. There should always be a certain period of time for reflection 
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between the times when the husband has pronounced the divorce, meaning that pronouncing it three 
times on a row would not count as more than one time. 
 
Ilham: "I think that especially as it is not forbidden in Islam to divorce, it is one of the bad things to do, 
but if we do it I think we believe that there are people who are not made for each others. Some people 
notice that only after years of marriage, so it's possible that there are no fights, nothing, just that they 
are not made for each others so they can divorce in good terms and that's the best for everybody. But 
well, it's really rare in Morocco."  
 
In general, divorce was not seen as something negative, although efforts should be made in order to 
avoid it. The interviewees were asked about the situations in which they think that divorce is justified. 
Female interviewees saw that a woman should ask for a divorce in case of violence (verbal or 
physical), exaggerated jealousy, not having the same objectives in life, psychological stress, lack of 
freedom, lack of confidence, lack of financial support to his wife, or if husband spends a lot of time 
away from home, marries an another wife or is unfaithful to his wife with an another woman. Men 
should ask for a divorce if his wife commits adultery, if she does not take care of the household chores 
or children, if she is ill or not able to have children, if she does not take care of his needs or if he wants 
to marry another woman. 
 
Soumaya: "For a woman, especially in our civilization, she always lives to take care of her family, to 
take care of the house, her children, so it is a little bit different from the outside world, Europe for 
example, where we find that a woman always lives her own life. So well, even if we can find exceptions, 
the majority of women want to work, so they bring someone to take care of the children, someone to 
clean and someone to cook, whereas here not. Here it is the wife who does all this. So since the first 
days when a woman accepts to marry it will be to take care of her family, to take care of her children. 
So what can make husband to ask for a divorce is always a misunderstanding. And even the fact that 
she takes care of everything, sometimes she is neglecting her husband because she spends all the day 
taking care of the house, of children or if she works...So then she doesn't give her husband his rights, 
what he wants. So in the end, she finds herself tired, she can't discuss anything. So this can be a reason 
for a divorce.  
 
In Soumaya's example, a woman, Moroccan woman as she precise, sacrifices her husband's needs for 
those of the household and children. By doing this, she does not "give husband his rights". In 
Soumaya's example, needs of the children and the household are put before the needs of the 
relationship between husband and wife, which will be then sanctioned by divorce. Even if wife is 
carrying out her duties as a mother, she is neglecting those of a wife. The ideology of a couple, which 
is said to be still rare in North African societies, is clearly emerging in Soumaya's account.  
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Aisha: "In this situation, there where I live I often see cases among people who are poor like me, that 
husband goes to live with his own family [with his parents]. He eats and drinks and has his laundry 
done at his parents, meaning that if there is something he goes back to his own family and forgets his 
wife. If he goes back home and his wife tells him 'I need this and that' he goes out again. And again, if 
he comes back and she tells him 'I need this and that and a few other things' he tells him 'I have 
nothing'. And after goes out again. And what is his wife waiting for? She is only waiting for her 
husband because she is not under the guardianship [wilaya] of her parents anymore. If her parents are 
tender they can help her with something and that's all. And from outside of the household people who 
feel sorry for her can help her with something, but what she is waiting from his husband is only that he 
would take his responsibility. So she is waiting and waiting patiently until she's got enough of it.  
 
And what happens after that is that she is telling herself 'it is better that I divorce, that I forgive him, 
that I will work in the houses or gardens or elsewhere.' So she says that she has had enough, but after 
that she becomes responsible of many things because the children grow up, they'll need bigger shoes, 
bigger clothes, their stomachs get bigger, they will go to higher classes in school, they'll need books, 
they'll need...Actually quite a few people have only studied the first two years of high school and then 
they finish it. Why? Because they don't find anyone to spend money on them. Not for a boy neither for a 
girl.  
 
Different view can be seen in Aicha's example; husband is fleeing his responsibilities and taking care 
of himself only. He does not need his wife to cook for him or clean his clothes, as he can have these 
things done in his parental home. Wife can ask for a divorce, but it does not really improve her 
situation. It rather makes it worse as she will then be definitively alone responsible for children, who 
may have to finish their schooling prematurely for lack of money. In Aicha's story, the relationship 
between husband and wife is weak, and a woman ultimately seeks for support from her own parents.  
 
From male perspective, wife should ask for divorce if her husband wants to marry another woman, if 
husband stops giving her money or is not able to support her financially. Husband can ask for a divorce 
if he gets angry, if wife has cheated on him with another man or if the life together has became 
impossible. 
 
Aziz: "It's a contradiction with our religion. A woman should never ask for a divorce. I mean she can 
ask for a divorce but she can't divorce from the man. Because in our religion just the man who takes 
this step, divorce. Actually is a right for them [for women], because if a man can't support the family 
it's a shame for him. He must support it because his ability is to work. In addition to work, woman can 
take care of the children and can make meals but man can not to do. It's a...it's something that is given. 
Woman can do those jobs, those woman jobs, even if she has to do that. So they do more than men do, 
so if the man cannot support his family and woman doesn't work she has the right to ask for the divorce 
or just to ask some other judgement for that problem. To ask for divorce, of course she can mention 
that she wants divorce, but she can't divorce herself. I mean in Islam the men ask for divorce and 
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women, but traditions and culture say that if there is a big problem or conflict between man and 
woman, between husband and wife, they can manage, if there is no other solution..."  
 
 
Aziz first argues that divorce in Islam is the unilateral right of men, based on their ability to provide for 
women. Later on in the same interview situation he corrects, that actually in Islam, women and men 
can ask for a divorce, but because of tradition and culture it is not considered good to ask for it. This 
arise another question, which is the destiny or social position of a divorce woman. As seen above, 
several reasons can push a woman to seek for a divorce as well as husband can, at any moment, decide 
that he wants to divorce from his wife.  
 
From male perspective, reform of the Family Law not only deprive men from the right to unilateral 
repudiation of their wife, but can also make them to give woman her part of the possessions of the 
family in case of divorce, as the §49 stipulates. This is something that male informants were generally 
worried about. Youssef, second year engineering student even doubted that the marriages are 
decreasing because of the reform. Later on in the interview he admitted that the reform can also be 
positive, even if his first impression about it was negative: 
 
Youssef: "My first impression of Moudawana was that it was something wrong, because most of the 
Moroccans, especially the men, they think it's hard for them. Because they say that there are some like 
for example when they want to divorce they have to give the half of their property. And there are some 
statistics that show us that the rate of marriage is going down. Because of the Moudawana, sure"  
 
Layla points out, that in Islam, divorce is among the lawful things, but in Moroccan culture divorced 
woman is often seen in a bad way: 
 
Layla: "For example, a divorced woman in Islam is totally normal and it's accepted, whereas in our 
culture it is not." 
 
Khadija, 35 years old architect is the protagonist of Yasmine Chami-Kettani's (1999) novel Cérémonie, 
who, after her divorce in France, returns to live in her parents house in Morocco bringing her small 
children with her. During her brothers wedding ceremony she feels that her humiliation and failure in her 
marriage materializes in the rose coloured caftan that she is wearing, chosen for her by her mother. The 
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girly colour of her caftan becomes to symbolize her return to the status of an infant in the eyes of her 
society.  
 
Even if the Family Law now protects women from unilateral repudiation from the part of her husband, 
the following interview samples reveal, that assuming the role of a divorced woman is not easy in today's 
Morocco: 
Layla: "Often she returns to the house of her parents. But now, as I said, the mentalities are changing 
and it is the whole society doing new things and society starts accepting things that before were not 
accepted. For example, especially if a woman is educated, if she has a very high level of instruction, let's 
say that she is a doctor for example or something like that, and she has a place to live, why not, but this 
is not 100% accepted in our society. Sometimes I think that it is difficult for a woman to return to her 
parents house, especially if she does not work, it's very difficult, especially if she has children. Divorce in 
our society is not accepted, a divorced woman is not a woman."  
 
As al-Khayyat (1990:202) found out on her study on urban Iraqi women, women's high professional 
position is seen as a guarantee of her honour, and therefore women in high position can be awarded more 
rights than women with lower educational level. Laylas comment reflects the same attitude: high 
professional status gives to a woman more respect and freedom in the society. 
 
Previously, divorce was easier for men who could repudiate their wives without taking the case to the 
court. In Youssef's comment we can see how this possibility given to men in the previous law together 
with cultural attitudes towards divorced women made it possible for men even to take the advantage of 
their wives: 
 
Youssef: "He can threaten the wife that if you don't give me the money I will divorce you...and in 
Morocco it is very hard for a woman who has divorced to get married again."   
 
Despite the material security, law does not stretch to change the image of a divorced woman in the eyes 
of the society. In the Middle Eastern and North African societies, this is not something typical for 
Muslims only, as Makdisi (1996:239) points out: many Christian families in the Middle East consider as 
a question of honour of not having divorced women in their family. 
 
In Morocco, an interesting example is for instance the annual matrimony festival in the region of 
Imilchil, where people gather to choose spouses. Among the rural Berber population of this region, 
divorce does not stigmatize women and this festival offers them an opportunity to freely find a new 
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husband. Even if it is largely market for tourists, or maybe because of that, Imilchil festival is hardly 
mentioned in the literature on marriages in the Arab world. 
 
In divorce matters, the interviewees could mention various reasons for a woman or for a man to ask for 
divorce. From Islamic viewpoint, divorce is not forbidden but from cultural perspective the role of a 
divorced woman is not easy. If a woman holds a high social and professional position, she is more likely 
to be accepted as a divorced woman and keep her status as an adult person. In urban, middle class 
environment remarrying is still extremely difficult for a woman. Again, this is not for legal and religious 
but for cultural reasons.  
 
In conclusion, the family law reform improves womens position in a way that it gives them protection 
against unilateral repudiation from husbands behalf. Yet another thing is, how this law could affect the 
cultural prejudices and attitudes towards divorced women and improve their status in the society. 
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4. ROLES OF MEN, ROLES OF WOMEN 
 
4.1. Child Custody 
 
This Chapter deals with the questions of gender roles and ideals, partly continuing with the themes 
dealt in chapters two and three. This chapter will approach cultural ideas and expectations on gender 
roles, family life and equality between sexes with regard to the Family Law. 
 
As the family law reflects the values of a patriarchal society, the children are essentially seen as part of 
their father's kin group. However, Muslims generally consider mothering as very valuable task and 
through mothering, women gain important rights. The status that women gain through their children 
has often been forgotten in the studies of womens' rights in Islam, as Najla Hamadeh (1996:340)  
points out. According to Naila Minai, Islam secured the rights of a mother in the seventh century in 
order to strengthen the family against urban problems, but her rights have been distorted as she has lost 
the political clout she enjoyed in Prophet Mohammed's time. Women's role in the family was reduced 
to child-bearing and upbringing and the penalty for failure to produce sons could have been the divorce 
or demotion to the status of wife number two. (Minai 1981:162.) Reciprocally, the children are 
expected to take care of their mother once she gets old. 
 
In new family law, a significant improvement in the position of divorced women is their increased right 
to child custody. Previously, if a woman remarried after divorce she used to lose the custody of her 
children. Concerning the child custody, all the informants saw that under normal circumstances, the 
best for the children is to stay with their mother, because only mother is able to satisfy the emotional 
needs of her children. 
 
Aicha: "If the parents are divorced, children will be most at ease with their mother." 
 
lham: "99%, the mother [is the best guardian] because it is...We can say that the mother is the best for 
the children because she cherished them, she carried them, but there are also mothers who are not that 
good, because they only had children under family's pressure, under pressure of her husband...And 
fathers also, well, there are those who are good, but it's very rare. It's very rare in our Arab mentality." 
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Sihame: "I think it's the most beneficial to stay with the mother. I don't say that the father does not 
deserve the guardianship, but...mother is...I think everywhere in the world the guardianship is for the 
mother, I think?" 
 
The superiority of the mother as a guardian of the children is justified by biological and psychological 
reasons. The emphasis on the role of a mother is seen particularly typical to Arab mentality, but also as 
universal fact. 
 
Abdelmajid remarks that mother has the right to stay in the family's house with her children: 
 
Abdelmajid: "The best [for the children] is to stay with their mother, with mother because they need the 
tenderness of their mother, they won't find that elsewhere. It's the mother, they can stay there, but from 
the financial side it's the man. He is obliged to finance all that. That's the responsibility, the 
responsibility of a man. And the woman has the right to stay in the house and man has to leave." 
 
Some other interviewees also emphasized father's role in taking charge of the costs: 
 
Fatima Zohra: "If the material side is considered, then the children should stay with their father. If 
mother does not have enough means to provide for the material needs of her children, like their 
schooling, their clothes, and their baths12 and so on, and if the father has means, then they should stay 
with the father. 
 
Most interviewees saw it as "the nature of things" that children should stay with their mother in case of 
divorce. Even if a woman now has the right to remarry the fact that a woman can remain unmarried 
after divorce is seen as advantage for her in the struggle over child custody: 
 
Soumaya: "For me both of them are good, father and mother. But the thing is that it's often the 
psychology of things, or the nature of things that husband has to remarry just after [divorce] because 
he can't stay alone, so the mother can take of children without remarrying. We know many examples 
here in Morocco where women, after divorce, they stay with their children, whereas men right after, 
one month or even less, remarry." 
 
 
The fact that women quite seldom remarry after divorce is counted as their advantage when it comes to 
child custody. In the previous reform of Moudawana in 1993, stipulation that made woman to lose 
custody of her children in case of remarriage still existed. In the new family law this stipulation has 
been removed. None of the interviewees mentioned this as significant improvement for women, rather 
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the fact that a woman can live without remarrying and dedicate herself solely to her children was seen 
as a her advantage for winning the custody of the children if divorce occurs. 
 
From male perspective, it was not seen fair that the father would keep on supporting his children 
economically, if the mother has the custody and marries another man: 
 
Azi : "I mean...if she keeps the children and she remarries  another one, she...obviously that she must 
lose the custody...the money that the father gives because there is another, the father-in-law, he can 
support his children and he can not marry without being...I mean, before he marry she must ask him if 
he can pay for these children. So obviously it's not fair that she gets another marriage and the old one 
pays all for the children." 
Anna: "But he is not paying for the woman, he pays for the children?" 
Aziz: "Ok, now I understand. It's complicated." 
 
All the interviewees saw that the mother is the best guardian for the children if divorce takes place. 
Father should, however, participate in costs of his children even after divorce and the mother should 
stay in the familys house with the children.  
 
New stipulation in the Moudawana, which gives the mother the right to keep the guardianship of the 
children even if she remarries is seen as complicated by some interviewees. Regarding the difficulty for 
divorce women to find a new husband, it is very possible that this stipulation will not have great impact 
in practice. 
 
As in the earlier chapter on household chores, here again it becomes clear that taking care of the 
children is considered primarily as mothers role, whereas the breadwinning is considered for the 
father. The arguments are based on biological and psychological rather than religious facts. The idea of 
a divorced woman with children remarrying is alien to the interviewees and they do not have very clear 
ideas of how such situation should be dealt with. The highly valued role of a mother in Moroccan 
culture is advantageous for a woman who, in case of divorce, wants to gain the custody of her children. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                 
12 In Morocco, poor people do not necessarily have bathroom in their house, so they use public baths to wash themselves. 
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4.2. Inheritance 
 
From Western viewpoint, the fact that a girl does not inherit more than half of what her brother inherits 
can be seen as unequal practice and discriminating towards women. In fact, according to Peteet 
(1993:198), the question of inheritance is one of the factors that make Arab family to appear as 'other' 
family model compared to Western family. Even if the new Family Law stresses equality between 
sexes does not bring any major change to this. The only actual change proposed by the reform is the 
possibility for the grandchildren on the daughters side to inherit from their grandfather, just like the 
grandchildren on the sons side. Dropping an obsolete tribal tradition favouring male heirs in the 
sharing of inherited land (Royaume du Maroc 2004). 
 
It should be noted though, that Western understanding of inheritance patterns in Muslim legislation 
have not always been understood correctly by Westerners. Even if the sister inherits the half of what 
her brother inherits, some other female relative might inherit more. Most interviewees rejected the idea 
of daughters inheriting from their parents exactly the same than their brothers do as they found it being 
against the religion. Also it was mentioned that man will use his share for the benefit of his wife and 
children, which explains why men need more money than women. When asked whether the girls 
should inherit the same than their brothers, the interviewees answers were as followings: 
 
Layla: "No, I don't agree at all with this idea and I am totally against it. For the inheritance question, I 
think we should just follow our religion because...It's not for following the religion just like that, 
without thinking, but if we just simply try to analyze on this field, we will find out that is reasonable. It's 
reasonable because often it is the man who is in charge in the family and often a woman does not need 
that much of money." 
 
Loubna: "This question [of inheritance] is really difficult 'cause like before women didn't work, they 
were housewives and like the girls would get married anyway. Or, if she doesn't get married and her 
parents are dead, then she would stay with her brother with his wife and his kids. And he's gonna be 
the responsible, see what I mean? That's why in Islam the guy should have more inheritance .than a 
girl. That's why, its because he has more expensive duties than she has. Like he is gonna have big 
responsibility over his own family and maybe over his sisters, if they don't get married. But the girl, 
even if she does, she's probably gonna get married and if she doesn't get married she's not gonna have 
kids, so it's enough for her. See what I mean?" 
 
Inheritance question is seen important because it is explicitly expressed in the Koran.  
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Ilham: "Touching the inheritance question is touching the Koran. So either we believe in Islam or we 
don't believe, to change the inheritance is to question...Well, we can give up the veil and so we can give 
up the days of Ramadan, we can give up lots of things. There are things that are included in Islam and 
that are written in the Koran in black on white, especially inheritance is written black on white. If we 
want to change this, it is like I said that we are not basing on Islam anymore, we are basing just on 
laws that will make women and men equal. Which is not the case, we should not forget that we are in a 
Muslim country, people are Muslims. It's clear that Moudawana is based on Islam." 
 
Only those two interviewees who came from the modest background and had the lowest educational 
background saw that there should be more equality in the inheritance question: 
 
Aicha: "Yes, why not to inherit the same, girl like a boy. Because at the moment a son inherits more 
than a daughter and the daughter is neglected, lost. Because maybe this daughter has a husband with 
whom she doesn't want to live anymore, because there is a problem. Maybe this daughter has a poor 
husband and she needs to also contribute into family's income in one way or another. It is preferable 
that girl inherits the same than the boy." 
 
Fatima Zohra: "I think that the girl should inherit the same than the boy. Normally this should be done 
because they are her parents too." 
 
This illustrates how the Family Law is based on the values of an upper class family where cultural ideal 
of a man as provider. Aicha brings out the question of women whose husband is poor and who 
therefore need to participate in family's income. Fatima Zohra sees that if the parents are the same, 
children should also inherit the same.  
 
The interviewees with the lowest educational level are the ones who see that the daughter should inherit 
the same than her brother. One explanation could be that women from modest background can not 
necessarily rely on their husbands income, but any financial help is welcome. The other interviewees 
saw, that this stipulation is written to Koran and should not be changed in the legislation. It is justified 
by mans responsibility towards his female relatives. In the case of inheritance question the interview 
data hints, that the economical background of the respondent has a great influence on how she or he 
sees this question. Pragmatism takes over the religious principals that were much emphasized by 
interviewees, both male and female, with better social standing. 
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4.3. Women and work 
 
This Chapter deals with the ideas and ideals of gender equality. In last chapter some concrete changes 
in the family law were discussed, whereas in this chapter focus will be on cultural understandings of 
gender roles and equality within household and further on, in society at large. Point is to see how the 
changes on family law accommodate with cultural understandings of organizing family life. 
 
According to Barakat (1993), traditionally an Arab family "constitutes an economic and social unit 
because all members cooperate and ensure its continuation and improve its standing in the community." 
Basing on this assumption we will here analyze the roles of the family members in the contribution of 
the economical well-being off the family and see how equality is represented with regard to this 
subject.  
 
As seen in the chapter dealing with inheritance question, it is seen as men's duty to provide for women 
of the family and thus it was men who worked outside the household to earn money whereas women 
stayed at home taking care of children and household chores. This, of course, is a generalization, and 
there is a great variety of practices between different households. It would be wrong to claim that in old 
times, all men had enough income to provide for their wives and children as much as it would be wrong 
to say that in today's world, all women want to participate in working life. Another problem is that 
womens' labor is often 'invisible', such as agricultural labor, crafts production or other work that can 
be done at the household sphere, and therefore does not show in the women's employment statistic. In 
1999 the percentage of women actively participating in economical life was 29, 3 % in urban areas 
(Saadi 2005). 
 
This idea of men as providers and women as supported has been challenged by some scholars (Mernissi 
1987:27, 28) who have shown examples of economically active women of Islamic past, such as 
Khadija, Prophet Mohammad's first wife and successful business woman. Mernissi has argued that it is 
within the patriarchal system that women were made economically dependent on men.  According to 
Mernissi, the Moroccan women do not need to struggle for the right to work; they have been doing so 
already for a long time, and their input in national economy is significant. The problem is that the work 
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of the women is often 'invisible', i.e. it doesn't show in the statistics. Still it would be a great injustice to 
describe the women who pass the most of their day getting water from the well, collecting wood, taking 
care of children etc., as 'inactive'.(Mernissi 1988:38-39.)  
 
 In the interview data of this study Moroccan woman is represented as one who is 'traditionally a house 
wife', who has to obey her husband and who is alone or perhaps together with a maid, responsible of all 
the household chores. One interviewee, Aziz, whose father is a businessman and mother housewife, 
sees that now with the new Family Law this situation is changing: 
 
Aziz: "Before it was like the woman who took care of the children and man looked for money and 
living. I mean, it's hard to change for those old people, the traditional people but they want, they have 
the right to [work], because there in the Moudawana there is the right to, but it's hard to these women 
to change, to make any change. But it's hard to change their way of thinking. They still think that they 
have to stay at home, make meals, make children...And woman have to look for a job and make money. 
The situation of woman in Morocco before this Moudawana was somehow...was not fair. Women 
before they had to stay at home, like housewives, they don't have to work...they must leave that domain 
of work for men. And this was not fair because women and men were created equally, there is no 
difference between man and woman in the eyes of God, so they have to be equal in all their functions, 
their rules, the obligations that they have to give the same thing and they have to do the same thing. 
That's what I think´."  
 
Abdelmajid: "In majority of cases it used to be the man who worked and woman stayed at home for the 
education of the children. Woman had her role in the house and her role is very important, it's true. But 
now from my viewpoint, what I see here in Morocco is that woman works most of the time. If a man and 
a woman both work, the children will find nobody to educate them. School is not enough to educate 
children."  
 
Youssef: "Because in our society the man is the...I don't say the God of the family and if he says 
something it must be done by the family and the wife has to just take care of the children and the house, 
that's all. Just one man like rules and the others are following the husband. But now I think they must 
to have opportunities to talk to each others and in order to increase the status of the family up..." 
 
Male interviewees see that before, woman had to be a housewife and leave the work to men. They 
emphasize womens' right, or even responsibility nowadays to work, and to contribute to the 
households income. In the account of Aziz, 'traditional' woman is described as a woman who stays at 
home, makes 'meals and children' and does not want to work. Therefore he sees that new family law is 
fairer towards women, because they do not have to stay at home anymore.  
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Fatima Mernissi (1989:2) has noted that the laws that require the husband to provide his wife with 
nafaqa are not in harmony with social reality, as throughout the history, large majority of Moroccan 
women have worked for their living. 
 
Abdelmajid, whose parents both participated family's income, sees that the role of a woman at home is 
really important, mainly for the education of the children. Youssef and Aziz both come from families 
where mother is a housewife and they find that it is important that now woman can also work. 
However, later on in the interviews both of them admit that they would prefer to marry a woman who 
can take care of the home, children and her husband.  
 
Sihame: "The chores should of course be shared...It should not be said that man is stronger or that a 
woman is more fragile, but the chores should be shared. But if she decides to stay at home, it's her 
choice. Her husband can not force his wife to stay at home, but if she wants to, it's her choice."  
 
Seeing work as a right for woman reflects the bourgeois ideology behind the family law(Roussillon 
2004). Woman has a right to work, but she does not have to. Yet only in wealthy families woman can 
really choose: in poor families, she has to. 
 
Islam clearly states that women have the right to their own money and they should not be forced to 
contribute to familys income. Even if the concept of equality is now stressed in the Family Law it does 
not mean that all women would be willing to participate in the costs of the household on absolutely 
egalitarian bases. As Ilham explains it, women have the right to manage their own finances, so they do 
not want to lose this right in order to win equality with men. 
 
Ilham: "We can see in Islam...that Islam gave a woman the right to not use her own money. So this 
suits them [women] well, they don't want equality for any price."  
  
For women interviewed for this study it seemed important that there is a certain equality between 
spouses, but at the same time men should be men and women should be women, meaning that even if 
the spouses help each others, men are still seen as breadwinners of the family and women mainly 
responsible for running the household and educating children. Especially women appreciated the right 
given to them by Islam to choose whether they want to work outside or be housewives and they did not 
seem willing to give up that right or to lose the right to manage their own salary independently. No 
female interviewee saw that a woman should be equally responsible for the familys income. 
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Despite the fact that high percentage (on rural areas, 8 women for 10, see Saadi 2005)) of Moroccan 
women are illiterate or have only very basic reading and writing skills, there are also many women 
working in high status jobs such as doctors, professors, lawyers and even judges. In fact, the positive 
aspect in an Arab society compared to many Western ones is that girls who study are encouraged to be 
ambitious and aim to such careers in stead of becoming nurses or secretaries, for instance. Al-Khayat 
(1990:202) explains that the top professions are seen as honorable for women, even if they include 
direct contact with men. This can be seen in the interviews where women argue that especially 
educated women holding good professional situations should be allowed more freedom in the society. 
 
Woman working and gaining money can either be, following Bourdieus (1984: 374) idea of choice for 
necessity, an investment to familys social capital or culturally stigmatizing, depending of the class 
status of the family and the type of work that woman is doing. In an upper class family, the fact that 
wife is working, often in a high status position, just adds to the social capital of the family. Upper class 
families sending their daughters to study in a private university or abroad are investing rather on social 
than on educational capital. When womans salary is not actually needed to support the family, 
womans choice to work is based on choice for freedom. Choice for necessity is in question when a 
woman from a family of modest income needs to get an additional work as a cleaning lady or gardener 
and in that case, female labor rather decreases than increases the social capital of the family.  
 
4.4. Gender Roles within Household 
 
In previous chapters we have seen how earning familys income has become more and more the duty -
or the right, depending of the viewpoint- of both husband and wife. How does this affect the traditional 
division of labor within households? Although Moroccan Family Law does not specify how married 
couples should arrange their lives at homes, it now stresses on 'equal duties and responsibilities of 
spouses'. This is probably the most problematic part of the Family Law, as it penetrates the intimacy of 
households and it stretches the limits of the legal system. How is this stipulation interpreted by the 
interviewees?  
 
In many contemporary Moroccan families both husband and wife participate in working life, but the 
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statistical data shows, that women are still less active on economical sector than men. In 1999, 29, 3% 
of women were economically active (Saadi 2005). Increasing living costs have, however, made it hard 
to satisfy the needs of a family and children with only one persons salary. New Family Law has 
established a more egalitarian approach towards the roles of the husband and wife within the 
household, yet it does not go into details how the works should be divided between husband and wife. 
 
Meryem and Fusia are both busy working women, who also run their household without domestic help. 
In addition to that, Fusias husband works during the weeks in another city, meaning that she has more 
than a fair share of work to do at home. This is what they say of sharing the household chores: 
 
Anna: "I've heard some women saying that they don't want their husband to participate in household 
chores, because they would not see him as a real man if he does..." 
Sara: "Yes, this is the problem." 
Fusia: "What kind of woman says that?" 
Anna: "I've heard certain women ..." 
Meryem: "There is a certain problem..." 
Fusia: "Are they intellectual women? No, unfortunately not. So this is..." 
Sara: "Exactly." 
Fusia: "It's the ignorance." 
Sara: "There are certain mothers who...you see..." 
Meryem: "who don't make their children to do the household chores. They don't teach them to 
vacuum clean, to wash the dishes..." 
Fusia: "This is a mentality, it is ignorance, only ignorance, because our religion has never talked 
about this, never... That a man could not help in the house or that a woman could not work outside. 
This is only ignorance."  
 
Meryem sees that mothers should teach their sons to participate in household chores.  Here we can see 
that despite the positive attitude towards equal division of household chores, education of children is 
still seen as mother's role; fathers role as positive role models for their sons is minimized.  
 
In this discussion, women who want to stick to the traditional division of household responsibilities 
between husband and wife are considered ignorant (as opposed to intellectuals, i.e. those who have a 
higher education). Yet, interestingly, those interviewees who held the most conventional ideas about 
division of labor between men and women are the ones with most privileged economical background 
and the ones who have also been studying in United States. 
 
Anna: "So don't you think that husband should share the household chores?" 
Loubna: "Yeah, maybe but...From my own perception I don't think so, just because it's a cultural thing. 
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My culture doesn't allow me to...like to have a husband in the kitchen. I just can't see a husband 
washing dishes. It just makes me feel that like he's not a man anymore." 
 
21 years old Aziz from Casablanca is studying for a BA in a private university. He likes to wear brand 
clothes and prefers to be interviewed in English. He was asked if the young men of his age, his friends 
for example, would prefer a wife who works or who would be a housewife. 
 
Aziz: "They still think of a woman who can stay at home, raise children, wait for him to come home 
from work, love him, I mean make meals. This is still nowadays this traditional view of a perfect 
woman. They could prefer if she had a work, but it feels like not being a man, I mean, I'm a man, I can 
support them, my wife doesn't have to work, I mean I can support all the things so...This is how young 
people, young men, nowadays, how they think."  
 
The interview data clearly shows that those students, Youssef, Aziz and Loubna, who come from well-
off families where mother is a housewife, hold most rigidly to the idea that there are "women's jobs" 
that men should not do, meaning the household chores such as cooking and cleaning. It should be noted 
though, that in wealthy Moroccan families it is common to have a maid or maids working in the house, 
so in these cases, household chores are only supervised by the wife. 
 
Also some other interviewees had very egalitarian views on how the household chores should be 
arranged within the family and they disagree with the idea that a woman should alone be responsible 
for running the tasks of the household. For those families who need the salaries of both mother and 
father to live and who can not afford a maid to work full time in the house it is natural to find a solution 
to share the household chores.  
 
Soumaya: "If husband works outside and when he comes back home he finds...he doesn't do anything, 
anything at all. I find this really stupid." 
 
Layla: "Me, for example, I'm against that even if woman works she has to take care of all the 
household chores."  
 
Despite these views, Layla does not agree with the idea that in some situation, woman could bei the 
main responsible of family income: 
 
Layla: "Our culture imposes also certain things that are a little bit different compared to the 
Europeans, for example. So even if the Moudawana will bring some changes, those changes should 
adapt to our culture and our religion. And we can't say that the men and women should have the same 
rights. For example, we can't imagine a man who would stay at home and a woman who would go to 
look for living or...to be the one that has a job. So there are certain things that the culture and religion 
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imposes, but despite that everyone should have their rights, but we can't say that it would be equal 
100%."  
 
Layla points out that cultural and religious ideal are that the husband is ultimately responsible of 
family's income. In fact, family law article 102 (Royaume du Maroc 2004) allows wife to divorce her 
husband for lack of alimony obligations, nafaqa. If the husband does not manage to improve his 
economical situation within 30 days (§53), the divorce will take effect.  
 
New family law emphasizes equality between husband and wife (§51). Yet even young and educated 
Moroccans tend to see that certain things are more suitable for women than for men, for example taking 
care of children or cooking meals. Men are seen as main responsible for family's income, even if all the 
girls interviewed aspired to participate in working life as professionals. There are remarkable 
differences between one family and another, in the ways in which the family life and responsibilities 
are shared. Even if most interviews recognize the cultural ideal of men as breadwinners of the family 
and women taking care of children and household chores, the interview data reveals that in practice, 
families use different strategies for organizing the everyday life.  
 
As conclusion, the data indicates that idealistically, equality is lived by maintaining the conventional 
gender roles, but at the same time, helping each others. Both men and women still want to see man as 
the breadwinner of the family, but wife can help with her income the family to live better. In a similar 
manner, husband can help his wife with the household chores. Equality is not 'equality 100%', it rather 
means finding balance between cultural ideals of male and female spheres and accommodating to 
conditions of busy everyday life. If familys economical situation permits, a maid can be hired to help 
with the chores. When this is not possible, the other family members should help the mother.  
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5. DISCUSSING THE FAMILY LAW 
 
5.1. Aspirational and Personal Level 
 
Within this chapter a general overlook will be provided on topics discussed in previous chapters. 
Family law is analyzed on various levels: personal, institutional, social and religious level.  
 
On personal level, what are the interviewees expecting from the Family Law reform, if anything? Do 
they think that the Family Law will bring changes in gender roles?  
 
Abandon of the right of unilateral repudiation from part of the husband makes women feel more 
secured in their marriage. 
 
Youssef: "The law is...it gives self-esteem somehow, for the wife. This Moudawana, because of this 
Moudawana woman can talk and can...show her point of view and talk...she has somehow the freedom. 
And the law gives her security and it's very, very important."  
 
Ilham:"I think this Moudawana will only help [to reduce] the percentage of divorces in Morocco and 
that women would not be afraid [of being repudiated] anymore, and that men, for fear of paying too 
much maintenance fees will be more fair and think twice before doing things."  
 
Aziz: "The most important thing that this Moudawana brings to women in Morocco is the family 
situation. Before like a man wanted to divorce a woman he just repudiated her and then she goes to her 
father's home. Now if you wanna...if they want to divorce they have to...I mean...all the money, all the 
position they have to...to split it in equal parts."  
 
All female interviewees mentioned that an important improvement brought by the new family law is 
the article concerning the separation of goods after divorce, which can, in theory, give the right to 
woman to stay in the house with her children. This is seen advantageous particularly for housewives 
who never had paid work or who gave up their work in order to stay at home after having children. 
 
Meryem: "If they have things that they have purchased together during the time they've been together, 
they should share them. Whether they stay together or get divorce, she should have right to everything 
they've purchased together because she worked in the house, she helped their children whereas he 
worked outside." 
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Fatima Zohra: "Now woman starts to have her rights, she doesn't have to go to the streets to suffer 
with her children." 
 
Unmarried female interviewees were asked, how they think the new Moudawana will improve their 
position as Moroccan women apart from marriage issues.  
 
Layla: Well, I think that if a Moroccan family is stable, if there is peace and its just simplyEven if 
we have problems they will be easy to solve and this will bring advantages not only for married women 
but for the whole society, which will be A society that has problems, that is not stable, will be a 
society that will never develop and will always stay in this state, in family problems and we can never 
think about larger issues. 
 
The importance of family law is related to the fact that it can stabilize the family and in this way, give 
way to other, more important problems that need to be solved in the society. The question of gender 
equality or womens rights is often referred as problem of women, both in the interview samples and 
in research literature that aims to draw the attention to womens position (Moulay Rchid 1985: 14). 
Thus, ironically, those who want to promote womens rights in the society unconsciously reinforce the 
traditional Arabic idea of women as a source of fitnat13 . This is clearly shown in Laylas interview, as 
she sees that the society can not develop if the family issues draw the attention from larger issues. The 
most important improvement brought by the reform seems to be the feeling of security it brings to 
married women, protecting them against unilateral repudiation. 
 
 
5.2. Institutional Level 
 
In the introduction chapter we saw some aspects of the discourse on Family Law on political level. 
Role of different institutions is extremely important in diffusing information about the reform and 
making people aware of it. Information sources can be for example schools, media, NGOs and 
governmental publications. Yet one should not ignore the role of gossips and other 'from-mouth-to-
mouth' type of information. Most informants said that they had primarily heard about the reform from 
media, television or newspapers. The Azrou Center women had participated in a conference aimed to 
increase awareness of womens' rights within the new family law. 
                                                
13 Social disorder. In Arabic tradition, woman is fitnat a term signifying at once beauty and turmoil writes Ghoussoub 
(2005:30) and who continues to tempt man with her charms or her disorder. 
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Most interviewees mentioned that they had learned about the reform from the media, either from the 
television or from the newspapers. Some of them have been following the public discourse for years. 
Layla also mentioned that they had been discussing family law at school with professors. Sihame had 
heard about it for the first time from her aunt who is involved in a feminist association. 
 
Several problems related to women's rights and family law reform raised from the interview data. 
Firstly, the interviewees mentioned the inefficacy of the court system and mistrust in judges. Some of 
the interviewees expressed their suspect over Moroccan court system and saw the emphasized role of 
the judge problematic: 
 
Layla: Because we have lots of problems with judges, the problems like for example a man can give 
money to the judge and obtain...like that he can even obtain the fact that finally they won't divorce [in 
the case that his wife is applying for divorce]".  
 
Abdelmajid: "What is new in the Moudawana is that judge has great authority and everything is in the 
hand of the judge. For the divorce, for example, or for the marriage. This might cause problems, this 
authority of the judge. For a woman, I think the dignity of a woman is not respected in this case. A man 
and a woman who don't respect each others and have problems are forced to live together until the 
judge takes his decision."  
 
Abdelmajid sees that the fact that new Family Law brings divorce process to the court rooms does not 
respect the dignity of women as it can make the process very long. Womens honor is not respected if 
they need to reveal their personal problems in public. 
 
Second problem is related to the first one. As corruption is a common problem in Morocco, some 
women, especially those who do not have sufficiently money are not received by the administrations: 
 
Aisha: "Because so many women don't work and if a woman has not found a work quite a few women 
are not received by the administrations because they don't have financial means. Even the family does 
not accept her if she is simple, poor and has nothing and they also have limited economic means, they 
won't receive her. So this Moudawana arrives right on time, because it gives a woman right to work, 
how to ask for her rights..."  
 
Third problem is related to the application of the laws. This issue was brought up by Abdelmajid as 
well as some other informants who saw that laws in Morocco tend to be just something on paper, 
without real effect on the society: 
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Abdelmajid: "The other problem here in Morocco, as I think in the majority of Third World countries is 
that the laws are just something on paper, they are not really applied." 
 
Aziz: "This Moudawana is just something on papers."  
 
 
The forth problem mentioned by almost all the interviewees was the fact that many people are not 
aware of their rights, even if they would have them. Reasons for this were lack of education, mentality 
and ignorance, as mentioned by most of the interviewees. 
 
Abdelmajid: "In general, illiteracy is very high in Morocco, so for women it's a lot. Women have their 
rights but they are not aware of them. It's the role of the media, the role of the media, of the newspaper, 
to tell women that if you have problems, you can do this. People should be made aware. Laws exist, 
rights exist, but the application doesn't exist. People don't know about their rights. Frankly, women 
don't know their rights. We suffer of that, large majority of women, especially our mothers, the first 
generation. Now it's starting a little bit, there are girls, many girls who continue their studies. Maybe 
this can solve the problems."  
 
When asked if there are enough of awareness campaigns on family law reform, one answer goes as 
following: 
 
Fusia: "Not at all, not at all. Because, I'd say that even the intellectuals have not yet understood what 
this Moudawana is all about, so even worse for the ignorant people. And as I would say that 80% of 
Moroccan women are illiterates, I doubt profoundly that they had understood. Either they have not 
grasped at it or they had understood it very, very badly, so it's not yet clear in their heads." 
 
Seen from the educated, urban perspective, the uneducated, rural women are incapable to understand 
what the reform means. Abdelmajid suggests that media should take an active role in making people 
aware of their rights. On the other hand, when the interviewees were asked how they got the 
information about the family law reform, almost all of them mentioned media as a primary source of 
information. Two women heard about it because they participated in an awareness day dedicated to 
Moudawana and one informant heard about it from her aunt who is an NGO activist. Another problem 
with the media is that in spite the efforts of making people aware, it at the same time gives 
controversial messages. Popular movies, books, music and poems continue to reinforce the traditional 
patriarchal stereotypes of gender roles. 
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In short, despite its noble aim of improving womens status in the society, family law is faced by 
problems that are related to its application. Lack of awareness, bad application, problems of corruption 
and traditional understandings of gender roles are seen as factors that might affect the fact that the 
concrete achievements of the reform will remain modest.  
 
5.3. Cultural and Social Level 
 
As seen in the previous chapter, there are several factors that might hinder women of taking the full 
advantage of their legal rights. Among the things mentioned by the interviewees were lack of 
information of the reform, poor literacy skills and problems of corruption, lack of confidence with 
judges and mistrust in legal system in general. Apart from that, cultural reasons may also cause that 
despite the legal reforms in favor of women they will not take full advantage of those rights that have 
been accorded to them. In this chapter, cultural concepts contradicting rights accorded in the law are 
tackled. 
 
This can be, for instance, for the reason of having shame of revealing their personal issues concerning 
their marriage to the others: 
Anna:"Do you think this new Moudawana will change something in marriages that are now concluded 
in Morocco?" 
Ilham: No, I don't think so, I don't think so. Because even if there have been all these rights, for 
cheating and all this, a woman does not want to be asked, she will not say that my husband has beaten 
me or cheated on me." 
 
On discussions about the use of wali it came out that most of the girls would not even imagine to marry 
without father's (or other male relative's) agreement. Even if given the right to act independently, 
women are still seeking for the protection of male relatives. As Sadiqi has observed, 
 
"The 'harsh but protective' presence of a father, a brother, a husband, a son, or a close male kin, is 
socially perceived as a 'shield' for girls and women. This presence is generally perceived as a 
'guarantee' for girls' and womens' good upbringing in the eyes of society. Indeed, men and women 
pride themselves on the 'harshness' and 'notorious severity' of a male in the family (babhaha wacer 'her 
father is harsh' is positively perceived as a credit for the girl). The availability of these male attributes 
boosts a girl's reputation before marriage and greatly enhances her chances of finding a 
husband."(Sadiqi 2003:65.)  
 
In fact, Sadiqi's remark about girl's pride over their protective male family supports my observations in 
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Morocco. I noticed for example, that a girl who consciously breaks cultural norms of behavior by, for 
example, smoking a cigarette, spending a night with a boyfriend or publishing a dared picture of herself 
in the internet might swear to her friends that her father or brother 'would kill her' if she got caught. 
First shocked by such a strong expression, I later on understood that by saying this, the girl is 
symbolically preserving family's reputation by letting the others understand, that despite her 
'underground' activities, girl comes from a strict, honorable family who would never accept her 
behavior. 
 
When asked how the reform is expected to affect the society at large, some interviewees expressed 
their fear that the number of marriages will decrease in Morocco because of the family law or the 
wrong ideas people have about it: 
 
Youssef: "The rate of marriages decreased because of the wrong ideas that they have about the 
Moudawana." 
 
Fatima Zohra: "I would like to get married now, because 30 years it's...Most young men have 
understood this in a wrong way. Most men say when you talk to them, that they are not satisfied with 
this new Moudawana because a woman would impose and have more power than him when she is 
talking to him, and that she would be right. This is what most of them tells you, saying 'I don't want to 
get marrie.  
 
Importance of family as basic unit of the society is expressed in many interviews. This way, stable 
families are necessary that the society can prosper and develop. Many interviewees saw that the reform 
was necessary for Morocco to develop and it will also show to the outside world that Morocco has 
established equality between men and women. 
 
Sihame: "When the people outside Morocco will see that Morocco has change it's Family Code, that 
they have established equality between man and woman they will say in front of all the people 
'Moroccans know that there are human rights, there is equality'. So they will not say that they 
[Moroccans] are people who minimize women." 
 
The problems mentioned by the interviewees about the legal system in Morocco are very similar to 
observations of Daisy Dwyer from 1970s Taroudannt, Southern Morocco. In conflict situations, women 
preferred some other ways of solving the problems than taking the case into justice. It was very 
common that the women were not aware of their rights or about the principles of Moroccan legal 
system. Legal process brought supplementary expenses that the women could not afford. They also 
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found it difficult to absent from their households for the time of the process and felt intimidated to talk 
about their problems publicly.  (Dwyer 1973: 71, 79, 82-84.) 
 
In short, several things should be done in order to increase womens awareness of their rights in the 
society. Strict application of laws, awareness and literacy campaigns are among these things. However, 
this is not enough if the prevailing patriarchal way of thinking makes it difficult for women to question 
male authority. 
 
5.4. Religious Level 
 
Last but not least, we will see how Islam is discussed within the framework of family law. The 
principal reason why the family law was the object of criticism was that it was supposed to be against 
Islamic Shariah law. Even if the interviewees are discussing the family law as individuals who assume 
different roles in the society, such as mothers, students, professionals, wives etc., they are also 
discussing it as Muslims. Some informants constantly referred to Islam throughout the interview 
situation whereas some others hardly mentioned it at all. Four of the female informants wore 
headscarfs, but as Burgat (2002:213-215) has pointed out, reasons for wearing veil or headscarf can be 
cultural, religious, social or even economic, and therefore does not necessarily tell anything of persons 
religious commitment. What religion means to a particular interviewee or how committed he or she is 
to religious practices is not important question in this context. Focus is rather on seeing how Islam is 
discussed in the interviews and how they evaluate the family law with regard to Islamic standards.  
 
In interview situations as well as in other discussions with Moroccans I realized that many of them 
expressed concern over the image of Islam in the Western eyes, which was expected to be a priori 
negative. This reflected in the interview situations in a way that the interviewees sometimes felt need to 
take a defensive position while discussing some practices whether directly, indirectly or not at all 
related to Islam. This can be illustrated by the following discussion with Abdelmajid: 
 
Anna: 'Moudawana is like something between the European civil codes and Sharia. Why Sharia is not 
applied as it is?' 
Abdelmajid: 'As it is, it's true. If we had the right to do that, we would do it if not...I think the people 
are a little bit afraid of applying the Sharia. It's because of ignorance; they don't know what Sharia 
is. If Sharia was well applied, we wouldn't have this problem with women, we wouldn't have the 
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problem of violence towards women, we wouldn't have problems with children, they would be well 
educated and all that. For example, you the Westerners in Europe and America, you have since long 
time the womens' rights and all that. But however, what I see in the television is that there is lot of 
violence against women, there are important percentages of violence. For example in the United States 
the percentage of divorce of women are much higher than in Saudi Arabia. So if we are doing 
comparisons, I think that the rights are there, but what is missing is the mentality.' 
 
Anna: 'But if we look at the percentages of domestic violence, we can see in the statistics only the cases 
that have been reported to the police, so I don't know if in Saudi Arabia the women go to the police if 
they are beaten by their husband, but in the countries where the womens' rights are advanced women 
can go to the police even if it's their husband...' 
Anna: I don't know, but it could be one explanation. In the statistics we only see the registered cases; 
we don't see the ones that are unknown [to the police].' 
Abdelmajid:' That is unknown. So you think that even if there is violence, it is hidden, we don't declare 
it?' 
Anna: 'Frankly, I don't know. I'm just asking myself.' 
Abdelmajid: 'Everywhere there is violence. What I want to say that the violence should not be attached 
to one religion. Violence is separated from the religion. So the violence is in the mentality of a human 
being. I can be violent even if I am a Jew, Muslim or Christian, violence is something mental. So what 
we do is to always associate violence with Islam, or a religion, whatever religion...There is violence 
even in the Arab countries, it's true, there is violence, and sometimes it's because, the main cause is the 
poverty, people are poor.'  
 
Purpose of this interview situation was not to point out that conjugal violence is hidden and not 
considered as a problem in Muslim countries, but rather to question the methods that are used to make 
international comparisons of the frequency of domestic violence in different societies and to bring the 
socio-cultural factors behind those statistics into discussion. Defending position taken by Abdelmajid 
can be well understood in the light of the media discourses on Islam in the Western countries, where 
very often Islam is represented as more violent than the other religions and linked to terrorism and war. 
 
The quotation above offers an example how Muslim/Non-Muslim distinction is constructed in the 
interviews. Abdelmajids quote is just one example of this distinction. He mentions that in the West, in 
Europe and United States, women have had the rights already for long time, but despite that there is 
violence against women and the divorce rates are high. This image of the West, mainly transmitted by 
the television and media, reflects the idea of West as a monolithic entity and womens' rights as a 
Western innovation. Islamic feminists would argue against this by saying that Islam has accorded 
women all the rights even before Western societies. Stereotypes exist on both sides. 
 
 Abdelmajid also questions the efficiency of women's movement in preventing the violence against 
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women, and ultimately sees that promoting women's rights leads to high divorce rates and breaking up 
of the family. Layla instead sees that women's rights have existed in Islam long before they existed in 
Europe: 
 
Layla: "We are a Muslim country, so we have to see the rights and all the things that Islam has brought 
to us instead of thinking...Because Islam adopts with cultures, it adopts with us. It brought the women's 
rights even before, for example, Europeans or European organizations." 
 
Loubna thinks that in Morocco it is difficult for women to achieve same positions as men in 
professional life and therefore Islam balances the situation by making man as the main responsible of 
familys income: 
 
Loubna: "But what happens here in Morocco, I don't know if you have noticed or not, but women like, 
they don't have the same right to be like in a very high position, like in the top management, if you see 
what I mean? They still, they are still inferior, with lower salaries than men...Like she might be 
working in the same position and the same job as a man, but the man is having more salary than her. 
Probably, which doesnt make sense? So I think Islam is making a good deal here."  
 
As seen earlier in the discussion about inheritance, Islam is seen rather as balancing factor of 
inequalities between sexes than a consequence of them. If women inherit or earn less money than men, 
this is balanced out by the fact that, in Islam, men are ought to provide for women. It is also possible 
that women voluntarily give up in the competition for higher posts as they would then have more 
difficulties in finding a husband, because according to the principal of kafah (see chapter two), 
husband should be of a higher social status than his wife. 
 
Religion is also mentioned in the interviews as the reason for some people to not to accept the reform: 
Youssef: "The most important thing that the men think that the Moudawana is rejecting the Islamic 
rule, and that it's wrong. That Moudawana is like breaking the rules of Islam." 
 
Aziz: "Actually in our religion, there is no marriage without permission of the parents, for both men 
and women. It's not permitted for them to get married without parents. They just want to imitate the 
foreign countries." 
 
Layla: "We are a Muslim society, why to look for some other laws from, I don't know, from Europe or 
United States? We just simply have to follow our religion. Our beliefs are the things that come from 
our God, that is the most sacred, most reasonable, so why to look for some other laws and try to 
change...Just follow the religion." 
 
According to these young people, Morocco should base its legislation on Islam instead of imitating 
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foreign countries. Youssef, Layla and Aziz belong to those Moroccans who could be expected to be 
most open to foreign influences, as they are studying in English in a private university where many of 
their fellow students and professors are foreigners, mainly from North America; they have had the 
possibility to travel and even study abroad. Yet it seems that even if they might admire many things 
from Europe or United States, and might wish to immigrate or spend some time working or studying in 
the West, they still wish that their own society would not become too westernized. All practices in 
Muslim countries are not justified with religion: in this study, for instance, younger marriage age for 
girls or mothers more important role as childrens guardian were justified by biological, not religious 
or moral facts. 
 
5.5. Gender Equality in Moroccan context 
 
So far, we have seen on different levels how the family law reform is perceived by the interviewees. At 
this point, we should be able to conclude some of the meanings related to the concept of gender 
equality in Moroccan context. 
 
First, as we can see from the interviews, the gender equality and promotion of womens rights is 
largely perceived positively by the respondents. Partly this is explained by the effect that the 
interviewer has on the interview situation: when the interviewer is young, female student from 
Northern Europe, she is certainly expected to have a feminist and modern approach on womens 
rights issues. The interviewee therefore feels the need to please the interviewer by giving her the 
answers that he or she thinks that she wants to hear. But, when the interview situation goes further and 
we approach the topic from the perspective of more concrete and personal case examples, we can get 
closer to respondents attitudes and understandings.  
 
Interviews indicate that gender equality is not considered important for equalitys sake. The idea of 
equality between husband and wife is not taking over but rather co-exciting with the traditional values. 
As seen before, gender equality is experienced differently on different layers of the society. Practices 
that expresses womans independency and great social mobility, such as studying, working or going out 
to discotheques can be considered as indicators of increased gender equality among the higher social 
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classes, whereas on lower layers of the society these same activities can be considered stigmatizing or 
shameful.  
 
Equality for equalitys shake is not the primary aspiration of the interviewees. When thinking of an 
ideal family or ideal roles for men and women, the interviewees mostly preferred the traditional ideas, 
although they admitted that the law reform was meaningful and necessary. Law reform was seen as 
beneficial for the society, but when thinking of concrete situations in their own personal life the 
respondents refused some ideas introduced by the new law. 
 
Even if it should not be denied that women can live in very difficult situation in Morocco and their 
position should be taken into account in any attempt to improve the society, one should also note that 
the on-going debate on womens rights in a society can affect the society in negative ways as well. For 
example, keeping up the womens rights issue some other important social problems such as youth 
unemployment, political problems, corruption and child labor are left aside and these issues do not get 
the attention that they receive as the international organizations and Western audience is obsessed with 
the womens rights in Muslim countries. On the other hand, as womens problem gets this much 
attention, it only reinforces the traditionalist view of women as a source of social disorder. Thirdly, it 
reinforces the hierarchy of social groups, when the concept of womens rights and social equality 
becomes a distinctive factor between social classes, as seen from the examples earlier in this chapter. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Arab family has been challenged by the pressure of globalization. Media spreads the image of 
Western type nuclear family; women's education and participation in working life, unemployment of 
the youth that pushes young men to immigration and the international discourse on women's role in 
development have lead to changing gender roles in Arab-Muslim societies. Simultaneously, the 
negative way in which Islam has been represented in Western media has caused a counter reaction, a 
need for Muslims to express the positive values of Islam to the outside world and look for the Islamic 
way of developing the society. Women have become active in many fields of the society, but they have 
also become active defenders of the traditional order of their society.  
 
Study of the family law reform from the viewpoint of the subjects of the law helps to understand this 
change. It also helps to identify the core values of the society, those values that are less likely to change 
despite the global flow of influences and ideas. Islamic law can be an issue of reforms and re-
examination by the 'ulama, but the patriarchal core values are less likely to change. This study also 
shows how difficult it is to measure a society through the values of another culture. Gender equality, 
important value in the Western societies, even if not always clearly seen in practice, is not highly 
valued by Moroccans. Rather than equality for equalitys shake, the Moroccans interviewed for this 
study valued harmony in family life and in society at large and the practices that contribute to familys 
status in the eyes of the society. 
 
Three types of discourses can be recognized in the interview data concerning the family law reform in 
Morocco: traditionalist, Islamic and the discourse of development. These discourses might overlap each 
others, and co-exist in the same interview and the interviewee does not necessarily see them 
contradicting each others. 
 
The traditionalist discourse -and it should be noted here, that even if the outlook of traditionalist 
discourse is religious, it is not necessarily based on Orthodox Islam, but rather on popular and local 
understandings of religion- emphasizes 'natural' gender roles, fundamental differences between men 
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and women and the role of the family as a corner stone of a society. Traditionalist discourse is the most 
ambivalent as a person holding traditionalist views can, for instance, support the idea that women 
should have a paid work outside of home, but at the same time claim that household chores are solely 
womens' responsibility, as it is not appropriate for men to perform those kind of tasks. Traditionalist 
discourse is the one that reproduces patriarchal order in the society. From the traditionalist viewpoint, 
the family law is perceived as a positive change, but its' role in the society is merely to be 'something 
on paper' as the way of thinking and doing things will remain the same.  
 
Islamic discourse criticizes the way how Muslim society looks to the non-Muslim world for human 
rights and development. Islamic discourse is the most critical towards family law, but at the same time 
it emphasizes the human rights that already exist within the Islamic legislation. Islamic discourse 
emphasizes the importance of harmony between the new family law and Islamic law. When it comes to 
current seemingly unequal practices such as women's lower salaries, polygyny or women inheriting 
less than men, Islam is seen as balancing power in the society that guarantees the equality and justice if 
followed in a just way. 
 
Development discourse sees the family law reform as an answer to various problems in the society, 
such as sexual harassment, economical problems and restricted international mobility of Moroccan 
citizens. From this perspective, the accommodation to the demands of 'modern world' necessary so that 
the country would develop and achieve international standards. From the perspective of this discourse, 
family law reform is seen as a step towards democratization and thus, modernization. Discourse of 
development emphasizes how it is important that mentalities of people will change and develop and 
that the society is in the movement towards modernity. However, from the viewpoint of the 
development discourse, the role of the family law is rather instrumental: by improving womens status 
in the society some other benefits can be achieved. 
 
Development is juxtaposed with 'modernization' and 'becoming part of the first world countries'. 
Selective accommodation of international standards of gender equality can be seen as a field of cultural 
capital that can be converted into economical capital. As many Western enterprises and international 
organizations have gender equality on their agenda, it would be difficult for a Muslim who openly 
expresses ideas of male domination to achieve a high position in those organizations as they would be 
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considered unable to represent those values. Unfortunately, persons commitment to gender equality is 
often estimated by external factors, such as way of dressing, social status or level of formal education. 
Yet, this study shows, that the level of persons attachment to traditional gender roles does not depend 
on any of these factors.  
 
Rural, uneducated people, especially women and old people do not posses this cultural capital, as their 
habitus (wearing traditional clothes, being illiterate, and marrying at young age instead of traveling, 
going out and being 'open-minded') indicates. Their socio-economical position do not permit them to fit 
into the role of 'modern' woman and hinders them of  gaining the cultural capital needed in the 
changing society that wants to open its markets and appear progressive in the eyes of the international 
community. Gender equality is not seen important as such, but rather as a mean of achieving 
development and acceptance from the outside world. However, in reality, a rural woman might have 
much more power and real influence in her own social context than her upper-class counterpart. 
 
The 'Western way' does not appear attractive or possible for the interviewees. Families are seen as 
strong in Morocco and weak in the West. The image of a Western woman, mainly transmitted by the 
media, is the one who lives for herself, but can also afford it by being economically more powerful than 
Moroccan woman as she has means to pay someone to cook, to clean and to look after children. 
Despite the fact that many European women would not recognize themselves from this image, it is 
clear that many Europeans who live in Morocco often have better standard of living than the local 
people and can afford to hire local women to work as maids. However, this is a good example of the 
neopatriarchal thinking: the economical means can permit to hire someone, a woman, to take care of 
the household chores instead of sharing these responsibilities between husband and wife. 
 
The interview data reveals cultural distinctions between Moroccans (Muslims) and Europeans or 
North-Americans (non-Muslims). For instance, high divorce rates in the West are used as evidence that 
something is wrong in the European and North American families. Europe is also seen as place where 
the prostitution exists legally, is accepted and under control. The interviewees describe Moroccan 
woman as one who represses her sexuality, lives for the needs of her family and household, but is also 
educated and has professional ambitious, whereas European woman is seen as one who lives for 
herself. Marriage and children are inseparable part of the life of a Moroccan woman, but idealistically, 
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after university education and some years in the working life. This should not be interpreted as envy 
towards European women and their access to personal freedom: rather it shows that Moroccan woman 
is considered to better represent what is considered as an ideal woman. Educated women appreciate the 
family law reform, as it is seen as necessary step that the society needs to take in order to develop, but 
they would not rebel against the traditional practices that are seen as culturally proper behavior. 
 
The cultural Otherness in the interviews is also represented by a rural woman, who is seen as poor, 
ignorant and whose ultimate luck is to get her own household instead of ending up cleaning in other 
people's houses, or, worse than that, work in prostitution. Those women are the ones who do not 
represent the ideals of discourse of development: they lack schooling, they marry young (for lack of 
choices or by ignorance), they do not earn money and make career, they do not travel or go to discos 
(for lack of means or lack of interest for such activities or simply because, by doing so they would be 
labeled as prostitutes) and they most probably have many children. Due to their ignorance, backward 
mentalities and lack of schooling the country can not develop and become one of the first world 
countries. Whatever they might think of gender roles or equality, those women will always represent 
the 'traditional women' malgré eux in the discourse of better off- fellow citizens as they do not display 
modernity in a right way. 
 
Family law hardly changes the fact that women's identity in Morocco is strongly bound to men. The 
fact that a woman is always primarily identified as mother, sister, daughter or wife of someone, of a 
man, is the basic element of patriarchal society. On the other hand, patriarchy is not necessarily worse 
than other existing social systems if one is born in to it and knows the rules of the society. Patriarchal 
system is often analyzed from the viewpoint of gender roles or social class, but it should be studied also 
from the perspective of elderly people or children. However, neopatriarchy with its strong links to the 
capitalist system is likely to make women's life harder as they are not only expected to do their duties 
on the traditional sphere of home but, in addition to that, participate actively in working life. In addition 
to that, doing certain type of work can increase womans status in the society, whereas other types of 
work are seen as stigmatizing and shameful. 
 
Patriarchy and womens restricted but at the same time protected position within it was approved by the 
interviewees. Ideas of Islamic feminists gained support from the female interviewees in the questions 
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concerning polygamy, division of household chores and divorce. Inheritance and mens role as 
providers of nafaqa (alimony) were questions in which women wanted to stick to the traditional 
interpretation of Islam. Poverty was often mentioned as reason for many social problems, such as 
poverty and violence, but none of the interviewees saw that this would be related to capitalist system. 
Therefore the ideas of Marxist feminist discourse seemed alien to the interviewees. General tendency in 
the interviews was that womens rights in Morocco should be discussed primarily within Islamic 
framework and that women should not be deprived from those rights that theyve been accorded by 
their religion. Western woman was not seen as an important role model for Moroccan women, although 
her better economical standing was seen as something worth to pursue. 
 
In the future, a comparative study after five, ten or twenty years of time period would show, whether 
the way of discussing Moudawana has changed when the time has passed from the moment of the 
reform and to find out if the law has met the expectations. Morocco has faced the challenge of the 
international organizations to reform its family law, now it is time to see how these organizations will 
respond by helping Morocco to solve out other type of problems than those related to women. 
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APPENDIX I 
 
Reform of Moudawana in 17 points: 
 
 
The new Family Law uses a modern form of wording, removing degrading or debasing terms for 
women. Thus, women become men's partners in rights and obligations, in accordance with the firm 
determination of His Majesty the King to ensure that women are treated fairly, to enhance the 
protection of children and to preserve the dignity of men. 
 
In keeping with the Royal Instructions aimed at upholding the rule of law, the Family Law assigns a 
key role to the judiciary. Thus, it now provides for the public prosecutor to be a party t every legal 
action involving the enforcement of Family Law stipulations.  
  
1. Equality in terms of family responsibility; equality with respect to the rights and obligations of 
both parties. 
 
2. Suppression pf the stipulation submitting women to the guardianship of a male member of the 
family.  
 
3. Equality between men and women with respect to the minimum age for marriage, which is now 
set at 18 years for both. 
 
4. Repudiation and divorce can be exercised as much by the husband as by the wife under judicial 
supervision and by mutual consent. 
 
5. The new Moudawana provides that the divorce claim introduced by the wife on the grounds of 
lack of financial support shall be dismissed if it is established that she has sufficient means to 
support herself and that her husband is impecunious. 
 
6. The grandchildren on the daughter's side have the possibility to inherit from their grandfather, 
just like the grandchildren on the son's side. Dropping än obsolete tribal tradition favoring male 
heirs in the sharing of inherited land. 
 
7. The girl, just like the boy, shall have the possibility to freely choose her custodian at the age of 
15. 
 
8. Polygamy is allowed, subject to the judge's authorization and to stringent legal conditions 
which make it virtually impossible: the judge must make sure that there is no presumption of 
iniquity. 
 
9. The woman now has the right to make her acceptance of marriage conditional upon a pledge by 
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her husband-to-be to refrain from taking other wives. 
 
10. The first wife must be informed that her husband is going to remarry, and the second wife must 
also be told that her husband-to-be is already married. 
 
11. Verbal repudiation by the husband is no longer valid, as divorce is now subject to a court ruling. 
Woman has the right to file for divorce because of the harm suffered. Moreover, failure to fulfill 
any of the conditions stipulated in the marriage contract entitles the woman to ask for divorce. 
 
12. Sharing, between husband and wife, of the property acquired during marriage: while confirming 
the principle of separate estate, the Family Law proposal makes it possible for the couple to 
agree, in a document other than the marriage contract, on how to manage and develop assets 
acquired during marriage. 
 
13. Marriage procedures are to be simplified for Moroccan residing abroad: the marriage contract is 
to be drawn up in the presence of two Muslim witnesses and in accordance with the procedures 
in force in the country of residence. Under previous legislation, Moroccans residing abroad had 
to go by the procedures and conditions applicable to their fellow citizens in Morocco for the 
marriage contract to be valid. 
 
14. Child custody: taking into account child's interests, the Family law innovates again by giving 
the woman the possibility to retain custody of her child, under certain conditions, even upon 
remarrying or moving out of the area where her husband lives. 
 
15. Child custody is now to be granted to the mother, then the father, then the grandmother on the 
mother's side. 
 
16. Protecting the child's right to acknowledgement of paternity in case the marriage has not been 
officially registered for reasons beyond control, by expanding the scope of the legal evidence to 
be submitted to the judge. 
 
17. Child custody: ensuring that the child gets suitable accommodation which is consistent with his 
or her living conditions prior to the parent's divorce.   
 
(Royaume du Maroc 2004) 
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APPENDIX II 
 
 
Pseudonyme 
 
Male/Female Year 
of 
birth 
Place of 
residence 
Profession/educational 
background 
Marital  
status 
Additional  
information 
Youssef Male 1984 Casablanca 2nd year Engineering student, 
private university 
single Mother housewife, 
Father photographer. 
Interviewed in English 
Sumaya Female  1981 Tétuan Student  in science, state 
university 
single Mother Arabic professor, 
Father administrator. 
Interviewed in French. 
Abdel- 
Majid 
Male 1977 Tétuan PhD student in biotechnology, 
state university 
single Mother employed, 
Father deceased. 
Interviewed in French. 
Layla Female 1985 El Jadida 1st year Engineering student, 
private university (scholarship 
student) 
single Mother French teacher 
(studied in France), 
Father Mathematics 
teacher. Interviewed in 
French. 
Loubna Female 1982 Casablanca Senior year business student, 
private university. Studied 1 
year in United States. 
single Mother housewife, Father 
businessman. 
Interviewed in English 
Aicha  Female 1955 Meknes Basic literacy courses for two 
and half years. craftswoman 
married Four children, daughters 
22, 19 and 13 years, son 24 
years. Interviewed in 
Arabic. 
Fatima Zohra Female 1972 Azrou Two years of schooling, 
repeating it in the literacy 
courses 
single Interviewed in Arabic. 
Aziz Male 1983 Casablanca 1st year BA student private 
university 
single Mother housewife, Aziz 
Father businessman. 
Interviewed in English 
Ilham Female 1979 Meknes Senior year Engineering 
student, private university. 
Studied one year in France. 
single Mother doctor, Father 
Engineering teacher 
Interviewed in French. 
Fusias daughter. 
Fusia Female 1953 Meknes Doctor, general practitioner Married Husband Engineering 
professor, one daughter and 
two sons. Interviewed in 
French. 
Meryem Female 1950 Meknes Doctor specialized in 
pneumology 
married Married with an 
ophthalmologist. Two sons, 
one daughter. Interviewed 
in French. 
Sihame Female 1986 Settat 1st year Engineering student single Mother professor in natural 
science, Father state 
engineer in agriculture. 
Interviewed in French. 
Sara Female 1979 Meknes Senior year student in Medical 
School, state university 
single Mother specialized doctor, 
father specialized doctor. 
Meryems daughter. 
Interviewed in French. 
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APPENDIX III 
 
Interview Questions 
 
1. When and where did you first get to know the reform of Moudawana? 
2. What do you know about it? 
3. Do you think the reform was necessary? If yes, explain why. 
4. What is the most important change brought by Moudawana? Why? 
5. Do you think that husband and wife should have the same rights in duties in marriage? What 
does it mean? 
6. Do you think that women should achieve divorce more easily? 
7. What, in your opinion, are the situations in which woman should ask for a divorce? 
8. What are the situations in which man should ask for divorce? 
9. What do you think is the childrens best after divorce? 
10. What is the ideal age of getting married? For men and for women? Explain. 
11. At what age did you marry or would like to get married?  
12. Do you think that Moudawana will have an impact on marriages concluded now in Morocco? If 
yes, how and why? 
13. Do you think that the daughters should inherit the same than their brothers? Why? 
14. Do you think that it is important that girl can sign her marriage contract without tutor? 
15. Do you think that the reform of Moudawana improves womens rights or position in Morocco?  
 
